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Elementary school students are often required
to visit a museum exhibition for the purpose of
learning, but young people often think that
these visits are static, and unsociable
because of an unspoken rule where people
have to be quiet during the visit. This made us
wonder if immersive sound could have an
effect on learning, which led to the following
problem statement:
Would an immersive system based on
background sounds for an interactive
installation have a positive effect on learning?
A prototype was created where users were to
create their own solar system, and the sound
was manipulated based on their interactions.
The purpose of the prototype was the make
them
learn basic astrophysics
while
interacting with it.
A test was conducted in order to get an
answer on the null-hypothesis that an
immersive sound system for an interactive
installation had a positive effect on learning.
The test participants had to perform a few
tasks while using the prototype and had to
answer a multiple choice test afterwards. A
independent t-Test was run on our results,
which concluded that we were not able to
reject our null-hypothesis.
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1 Introduction
The theme of this project revolves around sonic interactions, which means that sound will be
an influential topic throughout the project. We find interactive media very interesting as it
allows a user to interact with the media and have an effect on the output, and sound can be
manipulated in many ways, which makes it interesting to investigate further. We thought that
it could be interesting to study whether sound can have an effect on learning, this was inspired
by a report from Kulturstyrelsen (KS) that states that museums should move away from the
old ways of static exhibits where the visitors can look and read but cannot interact with said
exhibit, towards a more dynamically way of conveying information which involves the users
[1, p. 10].
KS had DAMVAD investigate young museum visitors’ habits and opinions towards museums.
Their report stated that visitors in the age between 15 and 30 are rather stagnant and
museums seem unappealing, because the exhibits and the institutions are too static [1, p. 22].
There are two things mentioned which are important for users who do not visit museums very
often, firstly they mention that the museums should be a social experience, which involves the
visitors being able to experience the museums with other people. This conflicts with the
second thing they mentioned, which is that there are unspoken rules of museums, such as
having to be relatively quiet during an exhibition [1, p. 45].
The impression that immersion can have an effect on learning became apparent after
investigating different aspects within learning. The idea is therefore that an immersive sound
system might enhance the experience of interacting with a prototype that affords learning,
which therefore improves the learning environment of the prototype.
Apart from museums being too static, KS also claims that visitors feel a need for more
participation and interaction [1, p. 21]. This makes our idea even more suitable, since such a
prototype would both support active participation and interaction, while having the purpose of
providing knowledge about a certain subject. Thus, we arrived at the following problem
statement:

1.1 Problem statement:
Would an immersive system based on background sounds for an interactive installation have
a positive effect on learning?
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2 Analysis
This chapter contains research topics that are found to be important for this project. The
following topics are; Learning, Edutainment, Immersion and Sound localization. Learning
is essential since we need to know which factors we should have in mind when creating
our interactive prototype, as we want to create a prototype that should afford learning.
Edutainment covers different areas of what an entertaining and educational software
should consist of. Users should have the best experience and be immersed when using
the prototype, which means that immersion through sound will be investigated.
Furthermore, sound localization is also researched, because it can have an effect on
immersion.

2.1 Learning
There are many different methods used for learning, and we cannot simply assume that
one method is better than another one. This section will therefore provide information
about two different methods; traditional teaching and active learning.

2.1.1 What is traditional teaching?
When talking about traditional teaching this may refer to different things. Often modern
teaching consists of several practices where a lecture style teaching method would fill only
a portion of the full class, as is shown in Schwerdt and Wuppermann’s study. Schwerdt
and Wuppermann [2, pp. 365-366] claim that lecture style teaching is often regarded as
‘old fashioned’ and with many disadvantages. When it comes to the effectivity of lecture
style teaching, the question is often pointed towards the teacher, the students or alike [2,
pp. 365-366], and lecture style teaching is often said to fall short in several regards as the
attention span, preferred learning style, and general interests of students naturally differ
from individual to individual [2, p. 366]. This begs the question of what does a lecture style
teaching method bring, and what advantages does it have over other teaching practices?

2.1.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages
As mentioned earlier, lecture style teaching may have certain disadvantages.
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Bunce et al. [4] show that a common problem with lectures is the attention span of the
students. Here they found that students would have lapses where their attention would fall
off [4, p. 1442]. This generally means that longer lectures would fall in effectivity as it
actively requires the attention of students where at times their attention would fail. Some
of the data that teachers represent even point towards some students having lapses as
early as within the first minute of a lecture [4, p. 1442].
Another dilemma with lecture style teaching is that it may not fit with some students’
learning styles [5, p. 674]. According to Felder and Silverman [5, p. 674], students that
experience a mismatch between their learning style and the teaching style they are
confronted with, end up bored and inattentive. This can of course also be a good thing for
students that find that they learn efficiently this way.
However, even though lecture style teaching may have its disadvantages, it is still an easy
way to introduce a larger crowd of students to a subject.

Many tests have been made about the efficiency of different learning styles. Schwerdt and
Wuppermann [2] present an analysis of teaching styles as comparison between active
learning and traditional lecture style learning. They base their analysis on previous data
sets from 2003 (Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) [2, p. 367], here
they focus on 8th grade students and differentiate the time used on different teaching
styles (such as teacher’s guidance for problem solving, lecture style teaching and so on).
In short they found that by increasing the amount of time used on lecture style teaching,
student achievement would increase a small amount [2, p. 376]. This may suggest that
lecture style teaching does indeed have its merits, however it should be mentioned that
active teaching styles can vary, and that their results mostly show the difference between
lecture style teaching and problem based teaching in math and science, whereas it would
be interesting to see whether other classes would have similar results as well .

2.1.2 What is active learning?
Bonwell and Eison [6, p. 5] write that many faculties state that all students are more or
less learning actively, even when they are just listening to a teacher lecturing on any
subject, because they are actively listening to the teacher. But this is not how Bonwell and
Eison think of active learning, they associate active learning with students that have to do
more than just listen, which means participating in activities that requires the student to
do something and actually think about it. Felder and Brent [7] define it a bit more specific,
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where all students in a class are told to do something other than listening, taking notes or
watching. This project will rely on the definition provided by Felder and Brent. This means
that active learning requires people to actually be active, to do something, and that is
exactly what we are aiming at in this project, where users will have to interact with our
prototype and learn in the process. Many of us have experienced active learning during
some sort of class or lecture, where we have been told to do some kind of exercise, for
example writing down answers to more complex questions that the teacher presents,
which requires us to think about it before writing it down. These are simply exercises that
require participation from a student, where they get to use their own minds instead of just
passively receiving information from the teacher.

Some believe that active learning is better than traditional lecture learning, while some do
not think that it makes a difference. Studies show that active learning is found to be more
interesting than traditional lectures and many students therefore prefer it, while it also
promotes their ability to think and write [6]. But teachers should consider the advantages
and disadvantages of active learning before choosing whether or not to incorporate it in
their teaching strategies.

2.1.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages
There are certain advantages when it comes to active learning strategies. They focus on
the students and are requiring them to participate, while both motivating and encouraging
them to think further than just scratching the surface on the presented subject [3].

There are of course also disadvantages that one should consider. It will most likely require
more from the lecturer to prepare for the class, since he has to make sure to use some
kind of activity that requires active participation. Not only will the preparation time be
affected, but the limited time for a class can make it hard to cover all of the content for the
course, since it takes time when including active learning strategies [5].

It can be concluded that traditional teaching and active learning both have its advantages
and disadvantages. Our prototype will require the users to actively interact with an
environment that ultimately has the purpose of teaching them about certain subject. This
basically means that we will create a prototype with a virtual environment where the users
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learn by interacting with it. The environment that we intend to create will resemble a
computer game, because we believe that it makes it more fun to interact with. Therefore,
the next section leads to the investigating of the term “edutainment”, since it might be
relevant when we want the prototype to be both entertaining and educational.

2.2 Edutainment
Edutainment is a combination of two words, education and entertainment. In the 1990s
the interest in making edutainment software was high. Edutainment software’s goal is to
intertwine education and entertainment, and therefore making it fun to learn [8].
Edutainment relies on visual representations, narrative or game-like formats [8], and the
interaction of the users.

Throughout the years, there have been many different kind of edutainment software. We
are going to look at one of them called “Counting on Frank” (CoF), seen in figure 1.1. CoF
is a educational game where you learn about math and science [9]. The goal of the game
is to help a boy and his dog to win a contest by guessing the amount of jelly beans there
is in a jar (the amount of jelly beans is of course different every time the game is played)
[9]. This is done by receiving clues from mathematical problems you have to solve. We
are going to go more in depth with CoF later in this section, but for now, we are going to
look at some other types of edutainment software.
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Fig 2.1 - Illustration of Counting on Frank

When speaking of edutainment, there are two different opinions. One of them is
investigating the negative effects of edutainment and goes more in depth with how
edutainment effects the society and learning. The other one is investigating the positive
effects edutainment has had on the progression of the school area of today.

2.2.1 Disadvantages of Edutainment
Okan [8] gives her view on what edutainment is, and why she believes it is bad. One of
the reasons that edutainment is not as good as the traditional teaching methods is that it
lacks the social interaction that the traditional method has [8]. Furthermore she present
another problem, namely that users who are exposed to the internet, video games and
images presented by multimedia develop a new attitude towards learning [8]. Okan
mentions observations made by other researchers, which show that the students using an
edutainment software are not enjoying themselves, which leads to them not learning, thus
making learning an obstacle which they have to overcome [8]. Okan uses another source
named Postman, which believes that edutainment teaches them that learning does not
have to be a process that they have to persevere, and thereby not activating prior
knowledge and reading critically. This also leaves out discussing with teachers and peers
which require efforts from the students [8].
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Most edutainment software contain either animations or other sorts of special effects,
which is commonly used to explain and help the student to better understand the subject.
However, Healey [10] notes that one of the important learning skills is threatened by
edutainment, namely selective attention. He believes that children who are faced with
flashy special effects cannot resist the temptation to click impulsively [10]. Furthermore he
states that parents and educators complain about students lacking critical thinking skills
and have short attention spans [10].

As mentioned earlier, we would go more into detail with CoF, which positively contributes
to the learning of mathematics when it is isolated [9]. The test sessions the testers did on
the students, showed that the traditional method gave a greater increase in performance,
and the students did not show any change in their attitude towards mathematics [9].
However, they also state that there might have been several factors which could explain
this, such as identical worksheets [9]. Furthermore they also state that CoF is lacking
informative help when the students make errors.

2.2.2 Advantages of Edutainment
Now that we have gone through some of the weaknesses of edutainment, we will turn our
attention towards its strengths. Kirriemuir’s [11] study suggests that games can create a
context-sensitive learning environment, meaning that it has a possibility of promoting
student learning and combine the interactive nature of games with learning goals. Leutner
[12] also made a study on simulation games, and he confirmed that simulation games can
provide students with background knowledge that they need to be able to learn, which
also encourages the use of discovery learning. Simulation games are said to have the
characteristics of flexibility and complexity [13, p. 256]. In simulation games, students can
use the learning method that is appropriate to their needs, more so they promote
cooperative learning and game related discussions [13, pp. 253-255]. Leutner also
considers games to encourage students to make decisions which might lead to a more
difficult challenge, where they will learn through trial and error [12, pp. 113-115].

Research has also shown that there are learning principles within computer games, which
can be used for educational purposes [14, p. 241]. Goals, interactivity, feedback, social
interaction, problem solving etc., are some of the common things games might obtain.
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These can be applied to education to improve the learning activity, however, one of the
most important ones might be that computer games may inspire the users to pursue more
knowledge, on a broader field [14, p. 241]. Simpson [15] investigates what makes games
appealing to people, this might help us understand why students are more interested in
gaming than learning. Some of the reasons for this is that games are motivating and
empowering learning environments with rules that value the effort of each individual user
[15, p. 20].

2.2.3 Gamification
Another concept called “gamification” can be used in the same context as edutainment.
Gamification is basically about applying games to a non-game environment, such as
offices, public transportation, etc. An example of gamification is a game called “Emotional
Flowers”, where its purpose is to enhance social interaction in office spaces by giving each
worker their own virtual flower, which grows accordingly to the worker’s facial expression
[16, pp. 41-42].

With edutainment and gamification in mind, we think that these concepts could be very
interesting to apply to a specific subject that students often learn through traditional
teaching. To be more specific, we intend that our prototype shall provide users with a basic
understanding of some aspects of astrophysics, while being an interactive installation that
is similar to a computer game.

Based on all of the knowledge and theories provided in this chapter so far, we have gotten
a more vivid idea on what to do and what not to do. This is going to help us in designing
the prototype and thereby avoiding flaws we might else have encountered or made
ourselves. Furthermore we briefly talked about gamification, which we are going to use as
a tool to create the product.

2.3 Immersion
There are many interpretations of immersion, one of which is Ermi and Mäyrä’s [17, pp.
7-9] interpretation that is based around their gameplay experience model. We find this
model relevant for our project, since the prototype will be game-like. The model has three
categories; sensory immersion, challenge-based immersion and imaginative immersion.
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Sensory immersion (sensory) is about overpowering the sensory information from the
outside world with sensory information from the fictional/game world, meaning that the
more information the player gets from his or her senses that relates to the game world the
more the player feels a sensory immersion.

Challenge-based immersion (actional) is when the player is up against difficult
challenges, not too difficult nor too easy, that forces the player to problem-solving or logical
thinking, or both, to overcome set challenges.

Imaginative immersion (symbolic) is when the player gets absorbed into the world and
story or identify with the game character if any.

According to Ermi and Mäyrä, the three combined is how the player interprets the game
experience.

2.3.1 Why is immersion important?
The skills used in games generally are skills that can be extremely useful for everyday
tasks and many work areas, examples of these skills could be Trial and Error, Problem
solving, Discovery and Observation. All of these are very prominent in games and
specifically useful within learning [18]. By using immersion in edutaining simulations or
games, more difficult subjects or even dry subjects can become fun [20], because the
level of motivation and effort from the user can be increased by creating an immersive
experience [18, 19].
Using immersive interfaces gives many advantages, for example Newton’s laws of motion
can be difficult to grasp because they are not observable on earth. Other advantages can
be to let users explore multiple perspectives or can even let users explore a sick 19th
century city and learn what the source of the disease is by investigating the city and talking
to its citizens [21].
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2.3.2 Immersion through sound
As previously mentioned the sensory immersion is based on the senses that the user
uses, and a large part of the sensory information is our auditory perception [17, 22]. The
visual information in games tends to be the major primary part, but audio is a major factor
that when not properly applied, can break a person’s immersion [22].

Many different things should be taken into consideration when trying to immerse users.
Some phenomena like low frequency sound seem directionless and can therefore be used
to create a ‘womb’-like acoustic space, where the higher frequency sound is much easier
to localize [24]. Things like having a proper audio interface is also very important because
otherwise sound outside the game will break the immersion [23].

Following the previously outlined model by Ermi and Mäyrä [17] the following could prove
as guidelines for using sound to create immersion:

Sensory Immersion can be split up into the feeling of presence and sensory gratification.
The feeling of presence can be influenced by having a lot of sound sources be within the
game world. Just having spatial or surround sound will get the player to feel present and
will gratify the senses. The sensory gratification will be achieved by having dynamic sound
especially for games meant to be played for longer times, having dynamic sound that
keeps being interesting will give gratification. Lastly having good high quality audio that is
appealing will also help not to break the immersion [22].

Challenge immersion can be helped by various things. The type of game should control
whether the music might be fast or slow paced, the increase or decrease in tempo can
greatly affect the user’s perceived time. Generally games that require motor skills will tend
to have a faster paced audio, while games that mostly require cognitive skills will have a
slower paced audio. The structure of the game should also be reflected in the audio,
meaning that a change in the story or progression should be heard as well as seen. The
challenge immersion can also be achieved by having gameplay mechanics solely or partly
based on audio feedback [22].
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The imaginative immersion can be achieved mostly by being appropriate, which means
showing the mood of the world, if the world is not reflected in the audio it could break the
immersion of user [17, 22].

2.3.3 Learning through immersion
Ragan et al. test the effects of immersion on memorization and learning, it should be said
that they used a very specific definition for immersion as the objective level of fidelity of
the sensory stimuli produced by a virtual reality (VR) system [25]. While this definition
differs from the definition mentioned in the earlier chapter ‘Immersion through sound’ they
still have common factors as both definitions suggest that the level of immersion is
proportional to the level of sensory information given from the system.
For the test Ragan [25] hypothesized that a higher level of immersion would have a
positive effect on the performance of the participants in a memorization task. These levels
were here within software field of view, physical field of view and field of regard, or in other
words they tested differing levels on visual input given to the user [25]. This hypothesis
was build on the idea that higher immersion would give better spatial cues, and that this
would improve spatial understanding [25]. Through their tests they claim to have found
that these higher levels of immersion were found to give a measurable difference in
performance from the participants [25].

2.3.3.1 ScienceSpace and NewtonWorld
Immersive systems are often used to help teach concepts and operations for people, an
example would be VR systems used to train pilots with flying simulators [25]. Immersion
can help create a virtual space in which the user feels present, this is something that can
be very helpful when creating learning tools as this sense of presence can make it easier
to illustrate concepts [26]. Dede et al. [26] test whether immersion has an effect on learning
through the creation of multiple virtual environments, and whether immersion can help
teach concepts such as Newton's laws to children. In their article they claim that an
immersive environment would increase intrinsic motivation, and the presentation of
abstract

concepts

through

multisensory

representations

would

also

increase

understanding [26]. In other words Chris Dede et al. suggest that the ability of being placed
in the position of the concept (for example as a ball moving in space) could help bring the
user to develop a mental model of said concept [26]. Through this thought, three virtual
environments were created, Newtonworld, MaxwellWorld, and PaulingWorld, each virtual
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environment were meant to enable the exploration of different scientific concepts, such as
Newton’s laws in NewtonWorld or the exploration of electrostatic forces and fields in
MaxwellWorld [26]. Several tests were made to explore the effects of these virtual
environments, one test in particular, the one done for NewtonWorld tested different levels
of sensory cues for immersion [26]. With thirty participants, they formed three groups,
each receiving differing levels of sensory cues [26]. One group received visual cues only,
another visual and auditory cues and lastly one, visual, auditory, and haptic cues [26].
This viewpoint is interesting as it suggest much like E. Ragans test, differing levels of
cues, here perceived as giving differing levels of immersion through the amount of sensory
cues given. This correlates also with the definition for sensory immersion given earlier in
the immersion through sound section: Sensory immersion is about overpowering the
sensory information from the outside world with sensory information from the
fictional/game world [20]

For this project these two tests give an interesting perspective. Utilizing the same
definitions for immersion as Ragan, Ermi and Mäyrä makes it possible for us to test
whether a virtual environment with immersive sound has an effect on the learning of
scientific concepts, which will be further explained in the Design chapter of this report.

We have gone through how Ragan [25], Emri and Mäyrä’s [17] define immersion, where
we will use their perspective of immersion as a guideline when creating our prototype. The
importance of immersion, regarding motivation and effort, has been brought up, along with
sensory immersion, and how auditory immersion affect users in specific situations. Lastly,
we have discussed learning and immersion, what effects immersion has on users when
they have to learn, which is useful since we are going to test whether immersive sound
has an effect on learning.

2.4 Sound localization
The previous section has focused on immersion and how sound has an important role in
immersion, but a few things were mentioned that gratified immersion, such as using
surround sound. A surround sound system makes it easier to localize where a sound is
coming from. There are mainly two auditory cues used for locating a sound source;
interaural time difference and interaural level difference.
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Interaural time difference (ITD) is the difference between time for when the sound reaches
both ears [28]. If the sound is directly in front of you, then there is no difference in time,
but when the sound is to one of your sides, then there will be a difference in time, since
there is a longer distance to one ear.

Interaural level difference (ILD) means that the intensity (level) of a sound decreases with
distance, and if you hear a sound from the left side of your head, then the head casts a
shadow over the right ear [29]. This means that the sound will be heard louder in the left
ear.
If a human hears a sound with higher frequency than 1.5 kHz, then the horizontal position
of the sound, also called azimuth, is mostly detected from ILDs. At frequencies lower than
1.5 kHz, we primarily detect the azimuth from ITDs [32]. Sound is either located through
time or intensity, and it can be very hard to pinpoint the position of a sound that is right in
front, above or behind us, because it is not really possible to detect the position with time
or level difference.

Butler and Humanski [33] investigate if there is a difference in whether high or low
frequencies are easier to locate, and their results show that higher frequencies are easier
to locate. This was also mentioned in the Immersion section in this chapter.

2.4.1 Cone of Confusion
The cone of confusion is a cone, where the listener is unable to recognize the location of
the sound when the sound is on the axis right in the middle of our ears. If we look at figure
2.2, the listener would not be able to hear where the sound is emitted from, e.g. if we say
that the sound is located at a, then the listener would not be able to pinpoint the exact
location, since the listener cannot differ between a,b,c and d, because of the cone of
confusion [30]. The reason for this is that anywhere within the cone of confusion, ITD and
ILD generate the exact same cues, so the listener cannot distinguish sound location using
ITD and ILD [30].
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Fig 2.2 - A representation of the Cone of Confusion

1

There are different ways to mitigate for the cone of confusion, and we are going to present
two ways. The first one being where the listener is moving and rotating his head, this would
at some point make the sound more intense at one ear, because as mentioned above it
will cast a shadow on the opposite ear, and then the listener will know where the sound is
coming from [30]. The second way of mitigating for the cone of confusion is to use Headrelated transfer function (HRTF), which frequently is used in virtual reality and other
headphones applications, where sound is artificially processed [31]. The brain analyses
the received sound and determines, based on the quality of the signal, what direction the
sound must have come from [31].

In the sound localization section we have investigated how humans localize sound. Based
on this we discovered what is called cone of confusion, and methods of how the cone of
confusion can be avoided or mitigated for.

This chapter started by introducing the two learning methods; traditional lectures and
active learning, where our project will make use of the active learning method, since we
want users to learn while interacting with our prototype. Edutainment was explained
because not only should the users be able to learn by using the prototype, but they should
also be entertained, as it would make the prototype more interesting to use. As we
mentioned in the introduction, immersion showed to have a positive effect on learning,
and some examples were shown on immersion in the real world, simply to get a broader
understanding on what immersion is, and how we can use it. As an extension to
1

Original picture http://www1.appstate.edu/~kms/classes/psy3203/SoundLocalize/confusion.jpg
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immersion, we researched sound localization, because we want the users to be as
immersed as they possibly can, and therefore we needed to comprehend some of the
problems sound might bring with it.
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3 Design
During this chapter, we will go through the key design choices made for our prototype, as
well as the design of the final test. The purpose of the prototype will be mainly to help
create an environment for testing the proposed problem statement. For this purpose, the
prototype has to be able to fulfil a set of functionalities. An important functionality would
be that of a learning environment. The prototype has to accurately represent the
environment where the subjects we want to teach occurs. Most of these key functionalities
and how they are going to be designed will be discussed later on in this chapter.

3.1 Prototype details
Our prototype should be a screen in a table top, so more than one user could use it at the
same time, providing room for active participation and social interaction between the
users. Furthermore the idea is to let the users use their phones to create planets and
import them to the screen with a simple swipe. Every object the users are going to
create/generate should have a unique sound to it, letting the users know where the
planet/object they created are in the environment. The prototype should also have
immersive surround sound, which will give the users a more immersive and better
experience, when trying out the prototype, this should also help the users to hear the
position of the planets/objects they have created. The prototype should also work as an
learning environment, meaning that there will be problems that the users are supposed to
solve, however it should also be possible for the users to explore the environment on their
own.

3.1.1 Persona scenarios
The following scenarios are based on the idea of the prototype being placed in a real
museum. These scenarios are based on fictional personas, and therefore merely thought
experiments used to possibly find user needs. These personas are primarily based on
DAMVAD’s investigation on youth museum visitor habits and opinions [1]. Their function
will be to give perspective as well as helping us to create a basis for the design of our
product. For this purpose, they are also made to represent the extremes, and can be
exaggerated.
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Jens as a user is not there himself for a learning experience, while he is at the museum
here is mostly there because he has to be there. His priorities is a social experience and
thus he wants to be entertained. This presents user needs of an actually entertaining or
at least engaging prototype. Another user need that becomes apparent here is that the
prototype needs to be able to create a social environment, or in other words, it needs to
afford exploration of one or multiple users.

Mark is fundamentally different as a user from Jens. His purpose for visiting the museum
is that of learning and exploration. He does this mostly alone, so his user needs are
therefore mostly not social. Since his purpose for visiting is for learning, it presents an
important functionality of the prototype which is that it needs to afford a learning
environment.
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Sarah’s purpose for visiting the museum is for a social experience with her family. This
means that her primary need as a user is not learning, but a social experience like Jens.
However, she presents another interesting user need, which is interactivity. Her need is
that of being able to interact and explore installation together with her family.

Lars as a user is not particularly interested in the museum experience. He finds it static
and uninteresting, which presents the need for the prototype to be interactive. Though
another need arises, as he dislikes what he finds to be the expected behaviour in
museums. This means that the prototype could, in the case of users like Lars, benefit from
affording a talkative behaviour, and possibly bring an environment that stimulates active
interaction.
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3.1.2 Functionalities and their importance
As mentioned through the persona scenarios, certain needed functionalities arise along
with the two main functionalities, which are needed to explore the problem which this
report is investigating. These functionalities will be listed and argued for here in this section
of the design chapter. It is hoped that this will shed a light on the function of the prototype,
and what we deemed as important functionalities, as well as why.

3.1.2.1 Learning
Since the problem which we are investigating is basically whether specific kinds of sensory
immersion would have a noticeable effect on the amount learned from an activity, it
becomes quite apparent that the prototype has to be able to afford some levels of learning
in the first place. This means that this affordance is also one of the most important
functionalities for the prototype. It is hoped that this affordance will be achieved through
several means, here being mostly interactivity and exploration. For this it is therefore also
important that the prototype accurately presents the material of which we are trying to
teach. For this subject we have chosen to concentrate on a scientific subject, that being
astrophysics.

3.1.2.2 Sensory immersion
Just like learning, sensory immersion is key to the project since it is directly linked to the
problem which is being investigated. For this the definition given by Ermi and Mäyrä [17]
is used as a guideline, as well as the definition given by Ragan [25], where they basically
state that they view higher levels of immersion as higher levels of fidelity. This basically
means that we view our levels of immersion as a question of fidelity as well as the ability
to overpower the outside world's sensory information with the sensory information given
by the installation.

3.1.2.3 Interactivity
Aside from the scenarios made above, it is also believed that interactive participation can
have an effect on learning, which was discussed in the Learning section in the Analysis
chapter. This makes interactivity a more valuable functionality for us, since it could help
us achieve the affordance of a learning environment through our installation.
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3.1.2.4 Entertaining
The need for an somewhat entertaining installation, while being a functionality which is of
low importance to us, arises from not only the persona scenarios, but mostly from the
Edutainment section in the Analysis chapter. It is here suggested that creating an
entertaining educational environment would have a positive effect on learning. This could
help us create the desired learning environment, which makes it a functionality which is
aimed for, though it is hard to design something in the thought of it having to be
entertaining, since what is entertaining and not is a subjective opinion. Because of this,
such a functionality need is regarded as of low importance for this project.

3.1.3 Key features
As mentioned earlier the purpose of the prototype is to create an environment where it
would be possible to investigate whether sensory immersion would have an effect on
learning. To do this the we had the idea of an installation that would afford the exploration
of the physical laws of space. The reason for the choice of this subject would be that such
a simulation would be simple to create and it would fit well with the theme of museums
such as Planetarium in Copenhagen. It would also make it possible for us to create a
virtual environment with physical laws that the user could explore and hopefully learn from.
The idea for the installation would revolve around an interactive table with a surround
sound setup, applying a sensory feedback and immersive experience. The hope would be
that, through the experience of creating and assembling solar systems with planets all
affecting each other, the user could learn some of the principles behind certain physical
laws, or at least get a comprehension of the basis behind such laws. Throughout this part
of the design chapter, some of these features and choices will be introduced and
discussed. It is hoped that this will give a better understanding behind the idea of this
installation as well as some of the choices made for it.

3.1.3.1 The environment
The environment that the prototype presents revolves around a sort of “game”, in the
sense that the virtual environment that the prototype is meant to utilize is shown as a
game-like environment where the player can play around with the physical laws that the
prototype is supposed to enable the user to explore. The idea is that by giving the user
the ability to create planets, down to detail such as, mass, size and velocity, it will create
a state where the user can experiment with these variables and see the result. Enabling
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the virtual environment as a game, also opens up the possibility of creating tasks for the
user, such as “create a planet revolving around a sun” or the like, which will make it easier
to make sure that the participants in our tests would go through roughly the same
experience. There are also certain advantages to introducing entertainment in a learning
environment, which was mentioned in the Edutainment section in the Analysis chapter,
e.g. the user is more likely to explore and search for more information beyond what they
have touched upon.

3.1.3.2 Table & Surround Sound
The setup of the prototype is simply presented as a table setup with surround sound
centered on the table. The idea would then be to have an embedded screen in the table.
This setup would also theoretically make it possible for multiple users to stand at the same
table, all experiencing the same surround sound setup.

The surround sound system will allow us to set up a soundscape that will give the users
an immersive sound experience. In figure 3.1 you can see how the system should be set
up where the user will be placed in the middle. Hopefully this setup will help us mitigating
for the cone of confusion, which is mentioned in the Sound localization section in the
Analysis chapter, since the user will be able to move his head, and therefore localize the
sound that way.
The sounds we are going to use, will consist mostly of high frequency sounds, this is
based on our research in Sound localization, which states that it is easier for humans to
pinpoint the location where the sound is emitting from.
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Fig. 3.1 - Representation of our desired surround sound setup

Throughout this first section of the design chapter, we have gone through our thoughts of
how the prototype should be, some personas that should help us think about some parts
of the prototype, e.g. what is should afford. Furthermore we have touched upon some of
the key features it should have, and what the users should be able to do.

3.1.4 Pre-test
A simple prototype was created for testing purposes after these prototype details had been
considered. We were curious to figure out if users understood what we were trying to
create and whether they could hear the position of the sound source in the prototype. The
prototype basically consisted of a planet that was orbiting the sun, while the planet emitted
a sound. Most of the users stated that the visual representation of the simple solar system
was either confusing or missing more details. This makes it clear for us that we need to
improve the visuals for the final prototype. We discovered that the users could easily hear
whether the planet was on the left or the right side, but they could not hear a difference in
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the sound when the planet was in front and behind them, because for this test we were
using a stereo headset. This is why it is important that we use surround sound for our final
test, which we mentioned before.

3.2 Test design
The first part of this chapter has described the design of the prototype that will be used for
the final test. This part will focus on how we design our test. Before we go into detail about
the test design, let us remind you of our problem statement, which is as following:
Would an immersive system based on background sounds for an interactive installation
have a positive effect on learning?

The test will consist of two different groups of participants, where they will be asked to fill
out a questionnaire after trying the prototype. One group will try the prototype that utilizes
our immersive sound system, while the other group will try the same prototype, but just
with no sound. The questionnaire will partly be a method for gathering information to
measure their score, since they will be asked questions that indicate if they have learnt
anything by using the prototype.

3.2.1 Null hypothesis
H - The immersive sound system does not have a positive effect on the
0

participants' test scores.

3.2.2 Alternative hypothesis
H - The immersive sound system has a positive effect on the participants' test
1

scores.
The independent variable is the supposed “cause” and does not depend on other
variables. This is the variable that the experimenter manipulates and is assumed to have
an effect on the dependent variable. Our independent variable is the immersive sound
system.
The dependent variable is the supposed “effect” and it does depend on other variables.
This is the variable that the experimenter measures after manipulating the independent
variable. Our dependent variable is presumably the participants’ test scores, because their
scores might depend on our independent variable, the immersive sound system. If we for
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example make changes to the immersive sound system, then we assume that it has an
effect on the test scores.
The independent variable will have two levels in our experiment. One level will be an
experimental variable, where the participants will use our immersive sound system, while
the second level will be a control variable, where no sound will be used.

3.2.3 Level of measurement
The data will be gathered using a questionnaire, where the data will be gathered in terms
of test scores, depicting amount of correct answers. There are four different levels of
measurement; nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio [34]. We are aiming at collecting ratio
level data, in the form percentage test scores.
Ratio data is basically the same as interval, but it can also have a 0 value [34]. This makes
it for example possible to say that a specific number is twice as big as another number.
This makes it possible for us to use the test participants’ score percentages as ratio data
for a statistical test.

3.2.4 Confounding variables
There are some extraneous factors that can have an effect on the independent variable
and dependent variables, these are known as “confounding variables” [34, p.13]. This
means that some factors, which the researcher might not have thought of, can cause the
experiment to show inaccurate results. But these factors can often be controlled by the
researcher, by using techniques such as randomization.
Our test will be based on questions, which means that some participants might have prior
knowledge about the subject that they will be asked about, and this can give them an
advantage in answering the question related to that subject. This means that prior
knowledge is a confounding variable for our test. We must therefore try to control this
factor by randomizing the participants that are placed in the two group, which will help us
make sure that the participants are spread in the two groups. This is essential, because it
will avoid having all the participants with prior knowledge in the same group, which would
cause a systematic variation.
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3.2.5 Amount of participants
The desired amount of participants for our test would be two groups consisting of 30 each,
making a total of 60 test participants.

3.2.6 Between-groups design
Between-groups design have several advantages, for one between-groups design is
simple, since all you have to do it to make sure to allocate participants randomly
accordingly to the different conditions. You do not have to worry about counterbalancing
[34]. Furthermore there is a lesser chance of practice and fatigue effects, meaning that
you do not have to worry about performance in one condition having an effect on the
performance of another condition, because each test participant is only tested in one of
the conditions. Another advantage of between-groups design, is that it is useful when it is
impossible for the test participant to participate in all the given experimental conditions,
e.g. if you wish to test the performance between male and female, it would be impossible
for the test participants to change their sex, so here a between-groups design would be a
good choice [34].
With advantages, disadvantages is somewhat inevitable for test designs. One of the
disadvantages of between-groups design is that it is expensive in terms of time, effort and
number of participants. As the number of experimental condition increase, so does the
amount of participants, and since it is both time-consuming and hard to recruit participants
it would be beneficial to test them several times instead of only once [34]. Furthermore a
between-groups design is less sensitive, which means that it is not as likely to detect any
effect of your experimental manipulations.

3.2.7 Repeated Measures design
Repeated measures design is highly desirable to use, since within-subjects designs are
economical to run in regards to time, effort and money, because you are using the same
test participant several times. Repeated measures design is also more sensitive, since
you do not have to divide the participants into two groups, but instead just keep them as
one singular group, since they are all going to be testing the conditions, which should
ensure that the only difference in the participant’s scores for the different conditions should
be your experimental manipulation.
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Repeated measures designs does also have disadvantages, and one of them are ‘Carryover’ effects. Meaning that once the participants have tried some of the experimental
conditions, they will be slightly affected, which means that they will either become fatigued,
bored, better at doing the tasks, and so on [34]. A way to avoid this problem is by
randomizing the experimental conditions. A second disadvantage for repeated measures
design is that you have to make sure that none of the experimental conditions have
irreversible effects, which would prevent the participants in participating in the other
conditions [34].

3.2.8 Statistical test
Now that we have gotten a better understanding of some of the major test design, we will
be able to select the test design, which fits our needs the most. We will be using a
between-groups design, since we are going to measure if sound effects the participants
learning, and it would be impossible for the test participants to unlearn what they have
learned from the first test, and near impossible not to be affected by the ‘Carry-over’ effect
[34]. Another possibility for avoiding this effect would be having the test participants try
another learning topic, however we chose not to do this, because then we would have to
create perfectly comparable questions, and the topic should not be more difficult nor
easier. By choosing the between-group design we also know the downsides, which will be
that we are going to need more test participants, than if we had chosen to go with the
within-subject design, and that means that it will be more time-consuming. We will be
collecting parametric data (ratio), so we will be using a parametric test to see if our
experimental condition have had an effect. We are going to be using the independent tTest, since we are going to use different participants in each of the groups, so each
participant will only contribute with one score to the data.
Furthermore our chosen design is also less sensitive, which means that it will be less likely
to detect if our conditions have had any effect on our experimental manipulations.

3.2.9 Test location
We are going to be conducting our final test at the University of Aalborg Copenhagen. We
are going to book and set up a room, so that the test participants are not going to be
disturbed by anything. This also allows us to create the best possible setup for the
surround sound that we are going to use. However, by testing at a University, some
confounding variables might occur, e.g. we are not going to get an as wide representation
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of our desired target group. Furthermore most of the participants we are going to recruit,
are going to be students, and this will also affect our test results, since they are daily
affected or used to learn something. A person who has not been in school for a couple of
years, might not be as affected since they normally are not placed in a learning
environment. The perfect location for testing would be at a museum, or somewhere
interactive installations are placed, since the setting would be more normal and a wider
presentation of the population would be present.

In the first half of this chapter, we have gone through how the prototype should be
designed, what it should afford based on fictional personas, and their user needs. In the
second half we introduced our plan for the test, what we are going to be testing,
confounding variables and the statistical analysis we will perform on the data we are going
to receive.
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4 Implementation
During this chapter the prototype and certain important implemented features will be
discussed, starting with the prototype, followed by the purpose of specific features.
Afterwards, some of the problems which were encountered during the implementation will
be explained as well as the solutions to these. Lastly the most important features will be
described along with their function.

4.1 Prototype
As mentioned in the Design chapter our prototype is a product designed to try to teach the
user about a subject. Through this, we utilize sound as an immersive factor as this is our
subject of interest, whether sound will have a positive effect on learning. The given subject,
astrophysics, was chosen because their principles should be easy to observe and
recreate, and thus easier to teach.

The prototype is a simple interactive simulation of the principles and laws we try to teach
the basic understanding of, made in Unity. The prototype offers the features of creation of
differing celestial bodies, such as stars and planets. The user is capable of tweaking
different options for each body, which will have differing effects on the celestial body’s
behavior. It is thus hoped that a user exploring the prototype would be able to observe
and acquire a basic understanding for astrophysics, mostly the basics for gravitational
pull.

For the prototype we have implemented certain audio effects to try and help the user
realize some of these laws, herein being Doppler effect, and sound localization, which
should help the user localize the sound emitting bodies as well as understand their
movement, and relative effect on each other. The other purpose of the sound is to create
immersion so as to engage the user in exploration of the prototype. In figure 4.1 you can
see a picture of the running prototype.
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Fig 4.1 - Picture of the prototype

4.2 Problems
In the following section some of the problems encountered in implementing the prototype
will be discussed as well as some of the choices that was done in the light of these.

4.2.1 Table Screen
It was mentioned in the Design chapter that we wanted a table top installation with a larger
screen, but it was in the end decided against. This was because the interaction itself was
deemed unnecessary, since the sole purpose for the prototype was to be utilized for a
test, and the test was designed so each participant would be working singularly, which
removed the need for a table with embedded screen. This meant that the prototype was
used by the participants through computer laptop screens which also made it possible for
us to test multiple participants at the same time, since we could have several computers
running simultaneously.

4.2.2 3Dception
3Dception is a cross platform real time binaural engine, which is available as a plugin for
Unity. The plugin makes use of HRTF, which was briefly described in the Analysis chapter
section 2.4.1. The plugin makes use of HRTF, which was briefly described in the Analysis
chapter section 2.4.1. It allows for advanced sound localization, including sound reflection.
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This would have been useful as this would possibly have made sound localization easier
for our users. Though 3Dception was lacking in a certain aspect that it did not allow for
live digital signal processing, which was imperative for our prototype, and therefore we
could not effectively utilize it. By having used 3Dception we would have had to sacrifice
the user’s interaction with the sound output, which was decided to be an invalid option.
Therefore, we ended up using Unity’s sound system, which is a less advanced engine for
sound localization that allows live digital signal processing.

4.2.3 Unity
Unity has a lesser advanced sound system compared to the alternative, and only allows
for a limited set of sound manipulation options. Unity gives the opportunity for simple
sound manipulation and an intuitive way of creating a sound setup that allows for simple
sound localization. We will be using Unity which uses stereo sound with roll-off and
Doppler effect on top of the user controlled effects on the objects, these features will be
explained in next sections.

4.2.4 Surround sound
A problem arrived with the acquisition of a surround sound system. After a long time trying
to acquire the surround sound system, we finally found one, however it didn’t work. Being
in shortage of time, we decided that headphones would do. This would have some
implications for the test, but also allow us to test multiple participants at the same time,
while a surround sound setup would not do this. This correlates nicely with the intended
use of the prototype which was mainly to test our problem.

4.3 Audio
We have utilized Unity’s sound system to create the sensory immersive system that we
aimed for. This choice was done because Unity offer a range of different effects and
settings for the individual audio sources, as well as also a simple setup for audio sources
which allows for audio localization. This help us create different options for the user, as
well as tie together the interaction with the game and its sounds. This also means that
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Unity handles a lot of our sound related functionalities for us, and thus it is important to
understand what Unity actually does through some of these effects.

4.3.1 Pitch
We use Unity’s pitch functionality to change the pitch of different sounds. Unity handles
pitch through simple playback speed alteration. Higher play speed equals higher pitch,
and vice versa. Through these settings it is possible for Unity to alter the perceived pitch
of an audio source through the playback speed of the sound.

4.3.2 Doppler effect
We have utilized Unity’s stock Doppler effect to give a better understanding of moving
objects in our prototype. Unity handles the Doppler effect by shifting the pitch of the sound
based on its velocity and direction. An object moving towards the listener will increase
pitch and an object moving away from the listener will have a decrease in the pitch of the
sound. If the object is moving perpendicular to the listener the pitch will stay constant.

In comparison, the actual Doppler effect is a physics phenomena. This happens when a
sound source is moving, the object will push the sound waves in front of it thereby
squeezing it closer together in the direction it is moving, while they will be stretched further
apart in its opposite direction. Pushing the sound waves closer will increase the pitch while
stretching them apart decreases the pitch, exactly like Unity’s version.

4.3.3 Roll off
Like the real world we want sound’s volume to decrease dependent on distance, this gives
our users a much better understanding of where objects are in space instead of only being
able to judge their direction. We used Unity’s stock linear roll off which is not realistic, but
the realistic logarithmic roll off did not work well for the massive distances we used in the
prototype. The roll off help us create a sense of distance between the objects through
sound.
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4.3.4 Localization
Sound localization in Unity is determined by emulating sound sources in the 3D world and
a listener. Unity determine the direction of the sound, based on an evaluation of the sound
source's position, velocity and settings.
Though this would give some problems based on cone of confusion which one should be
aware of. In short it means that there are blind spots in a human’s sensory perception
when it comes to sound localization, mainly meaning that certain directions are harder if
not almost impossible to discern the direction of if only relying on hearing. Cone of
confusion can be overcome by certain head motions, but since we use headphones these
head motions would not be of any use for the participant. Though coupled with visual input
this could be lessened. Seeing the planet as well as hearing it, would give a better idea of
its direction.

4.4 Interaction
The prototype allowed the users to interact directly with the sound through sliders
controlling the properties of the individual sound sources and allowing them to switch
where the sound listener was positioned.

4.4.1 Sliders
The sliders allowed them to change properties of the celestial bodies. While the users
changed the properties of a body the properties of the sound emitted from the body would
also change.

We had 2 different types of objects that the users could create, Planet and Dwarf Star,
each of them had 2 sliders that allowed them to change the properties of both sound and
body.
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Fig 4.2 - The code used for calculating the pitch and volume

The pitch calculation for planets and dwarf stars are exactly the same but uses different
constants for the calculations. The pitch has a base value for each type, and a different
amount which depends on the mass relative to the maximum mass for that type. In figure
4.2 you can see the code that was used to these calculations.

The volume calculation is almost the same as the pitch except the there is only used one
constant to calculate by allowing the value to go from the base value to 1 which is the
maximum allowed value, instead of mass being the key factor the radius relative to the
maximum for that type is calculated

Fig 4.3 - Illustration of the planet slider . The top slider controls the Mass and is
measured in Earths. The bottom slider controls the Radius and is measured in Earths.

For planets the mass and radius can be changed through a slider, which affect the pitch
and volume respectively, see figure 4.3 for an illustration of the slider.
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Fig 4.4 - Illustration of the dwarf star slider . The top slider controls the Temperature
and is measured in Kelvin, while the classification of the star is showed above the
slider. The bottom slider controls the Radius and is measured in Suns.

The users can change the radius of a dwarf star, just like they can with the planets, and
they can change the temperature which will also affect the mass of the body and in turn
affect the pitch of the sound, see figure 4.4 for an illustration of the slider.

4.4.2 Switching
The users were able to change where the camera was focused which controlled where
the audio listener was positioned, allowing for users to be able to listen at the surrounding
planet and/or dwarf star “from” any planet or dwarf star.
In the Unity scene there is an object that holds an audiolistener. The audio listener simply
determines the position of the listener in relation to the audiosources. Each object holds
an audiosource, every audiosource plays their given sound clip. Through code the audio
listener is moved when switching from body to body, effectively switching the sound
perspective in the environment. The sounds from the body objects are then enabled and
disabled to fit different situations. An example of this, is when users are configuring a body,
all other sounds from other bodies are disabled, so that only the only body that is heard,
is the one the user is configuring. This also happens if the player has selected a body in
the simulation, e.g. the user selects a planet and then that planet will have its sound
disabled, while all the other bodies are playing.

During this chapter the implementation was discussed, as well as the different aspect and
problems that were met on the way. For this chapter there has been mainly a focus on the
sound parts of the prototype, this is mainly done so because these parts are seen as more
relevant for the project as the prototype is simply a tool for testing. This means that certain
aspects of the game are simply done to support a specific learning environment and thus
these are not discussed here. Code can be seen in Appendix A.
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5 Evaluation
In this chapter we will be evaluating the data we have collected through the test we have
conducted, however, we will first start of by reintroducing the problem statement, and then
we will talk about the test setup for this test, how we did it and what types of data we
received. Then we will briefly touch upon descriptive statistics, and going over how and
what methods we will be using to perform our statistical analysis with. Lastly we will go
through the results after we have performed our statistical analysis.

5.1 Test setup
The test was conducted at Aalborg University, where it was decided that the test would
be conducted at spots where potential participants were a more common occurrence. This
is not similar to the original plan which was to book rooms. This change is based on that
the procedure would take far more time and could deter potential testers from participating
in the test, and there was no need for booking rooms since we did not use surround sound.
The test was conducted at a spot where the testers were easily approached while still
secluded from other people and other participants.

Two roles were established for making the procedure proceed smoothly; one role was
basically a fetcher, who would be the first person the testers met. It is important to
approach the potential testers in a positive manner or else the testers might be less
attentive to the tasks at hand. The fetcher would approach the potential testers and then
send them to the facilitator, who would seat the testers and explain the basics of the
program. The testers would be asked to perform a series of tasks and be informed that
they could ask the facilitator for any further inquiries regarding the prototype. The tasks
can be seen in Appendix B. After the tasks were performed the testers were asked to
complete a multiple choice test, which can be seen in Appendix C.

In the multiple choice test the testers were asked about their age, gender etc. and they
were asked a series of questions regarding astrophysical subjects learned during the
prototype, such as labelling stars in categories for the purpose of testing what they had
learnt during the test, which would be compared to the other testers.
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The test participants were divided into two different groups; one group would perform the
test without sound, which is our control group and the other half of the participants would
act as the experimental group who would use the prototype with sound.

There were 30 participants in the test where 15 was with sound and 15 without sound, the
results can be seen in Appendix D. There were no significant problems with the test. The
average test took 20 minutes and with the multiple choice test a full test would take roughly
25 minutes.

5.1.1 Procedure
The test would start when the test participant was seated at a computer. Either the
facilitator or the fetcher would randomly draw a card indicating whether the participant
would be part of the experimental or test group. The facilitator would then proceed with
explaining the necessary functionalities of the prototype (how to make planets, how to
switch focus between planets and so on). When that was done the facilitator would show
the participant the assignments upon which the participant was supposed to try and
complete (see Appendix B). The test would then proceed with the participant completing
the assignments. When the participant was done, the facilitator would approach him/her
and explain the multiple choice test. The test would be complete when the participant was
done with the multiple choice test.

5.1.2 Multiple choice test
We will be using a multiple choice test to collect our data. This will be a very simple and
easy way for us to collect the data, since we are not going to spend time on interviewing
the test participants. As mentioned before after the test participants tried the prototype
they were asked to answer a multiple choice test regarding astrophysical subjects. The
multiple choice test consisted of 15 questions that was related to the assignments they
were to do while testing the prototype. After we have collected the needed data, we are
going to convert it to ratio data, who we will be able to use a parametric test. The way we
are converting the data to ratio data, is simply by calculating how much one correct answer
is equivalent to in percentages, which is 6.66%, out of the maximum which is 100%.
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5.2 Test results
This section will exclusively show some of our test results, an overview of the results can
be seen in table 5.1 and figure 5.1. To see the exact answers for each participant, see
Appendix D.

Tab 5.1 - Numbered question with percentages for each test group

Fig 5.1 - Graph showing the percent correct fo r each question for both groups
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5.3 Statistical analysis
The null- and alternative hypotheses will be reintroduced before applying any kind of
statistical test on our results. The null hypothesis will be noted as H , while the alternative
0

hypothesis as H1.

H0 - The immersive sound system does not have a positive effect on the
participants' test scores

H1 - The immersive sound system has a positive effect on the participants' test
scores

The mathematical formulas that we use will be explained before they are used, but we are
going to use a software called MATLAB for numerical calculations and graphical
representation of our data.

5.3.1 Descriptive statistics
In this section we run through some simple descriptive statistics. Looking at the means for
each sample size (see table 5.2) we can already see here that there is a quite small
difference between the two group, being of roughly 4.4%. What is interesting is that these
4.4% seem to be tilted negatively in relation to our alternative hypothesis.

Tab 5.2 - Table of descriptive statistics for the two group, without sound and with
sound

Without sound

With sound

Mean (M)

52.4433 %

Mean (M)

48.0007 %

Standard deviation (SD)

15.2986

Standard deviation (SD)

14.0739

Standard error (SE)

3.9501

Standard error (SE)

3.6339
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Fig 5.2 - Chart of scores

5.3.2 Normality
As previously mentioned, we are going to use the independent t-Test, and we therefore
need to make sure that our data is normally distributed, which is a requirement for doing
a parametric test. We can do so by using a normality test or simply by looking at quantilequantile plot (Q-Q plot) of the data. We have chosen to start by looking at Q-Q plots of our
data. The Q-Q plot lets us observe whether the data is normally distributed or not. A normal
Q-Q plot will show the data on an approximately straight line. MATLAB has a function for
displaying Q-Q plots called qqplot(x).

Fig 5.3 - Q-Q plots of the data
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Figure 5.3 shows two Q-Q plots of our data, and we can observe that the data is
approximately gathered around the straight line, presenting a normal distribution, which
means that we can assume that our data is normally distributed.

5.3.3 Variance
The variance of two test groups does also need to be similar in order to be able to use the
independent t-Test. Variance tells us how much variation there is between each test
participant’s score, so if the variance is big, then the variation is big. This means that if the
variance is very small, then we can assume that the variation is close to the same in both
sample groups. The Levene’s test is used for this purpose, to test homogeneity of
variance, since it tests whether the variances in our two groups are roughly the same [34,
p. 165]. In MATLAB, the function we are going to use is called [p stats] = vartestn().

Fig 5.4 - Results from the Levene’s test

The results from the Levene’s test can be seen in figure 5.4, where the most important
number to notice is the p-value. If the p-value is less than 0.05, then the probability of the
difference being coincidental is too small, and thus the null hypothesis of the Levene’s test
would have to be rejected, that there is no significant difference, but our p-value is
0.66688, which means that the null hypothesis of the Levene’s test cannot be rejected and
it would be assumed that there is no significant difference in variance..

We can now conclude that the data is both normally distributed and of similar variance,
which means that we fulfil the requirements to perform a parametric test. And since we
have a between groups test with only two levels to our independent variable we are doing
an independent t-Test.
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5.3.4 Independent t-Test
To figure out whether our experimental condition have had an effect, we need to apply
some statistical analysis to our data. For this we are going to use the independent t-test
since we are going to compare two separate groups. The mathematical formula for this is:

Where x1-x2are the two sample means from the test, the group who tried with sound and
the other who did not. The µ1-µ2 are the two populations and the Sx1-x2 is the estimated
standard error of the difference. The Sx1-x2 is given as:

Where spooled2 is given by:

Where df1= n1-1 and df2 = n2-1, (df is the degrees of freedom) where n1and n2are the
number of participants in the two samples.

5.3.4.1 Effect size
When we calculated whether the experimental condition have had an effect or not, we are
going to calculate the effect size to see how big the condition have affected the variance
between the two samples. The formula for calculating the effect size is given as:
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Where t is the result we are getting from the t-test, the test statistic, and the df is calculated
by adding the two sample sizes and subtracting the number of samples, which in our case
is going to be two. The r, also known as Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, will lie between
0 (no effect) to 1 (perfect effect) [34, pp. 152-153]. Cohen has made some accepted
suggestions about what he considered as large or small effects [34, p. 153], these can be
seen in table 5.3.

Tab 5.3 - Effect size table

Effect size r
Small

0.10

Medium

0.30

Large

0.50

5.3.5 Results
Through our calculations in MATLAB we get a test statistic of t = 0.8277. Our degrees of
freedom is 28, since our sample sizes are both 15, and we have 2 sample groups.
Using the equation for calculating the effect size we get this:

This gives us an effect size of roughly 0.15, which puts us at a low effect size.
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On these results we can conclude on our test, that on average the results from the multiple
choice test for the group with sound (M = 48.00%, SE = 3.63), was not of any significant
difference compared to the group without sound (M = 52.44%, SE = 3.95), t(28) = 0.83, p
< 0.5, r = 0.15.

With this in mind we cannot reject our null hypothesis:

H0 - The immersive sound system does not have a positive effect on the
participants' test scores

In this chapter we have gone through how our test setup was, the procedure of the test,
complications with the test, and the multiple choice test. Then we have presented the
unanalyzed data from the test. Then we presented our two hypotheses and introduced
ways how to statistically analyze the collected data, doing some simple descriptive
statistics and going more in-depth with the more vital analysis, such as normality testing,
variance testing, effect size calculation and finally performing the chosen test, to derive
whether or not we have to reject our null hypothesis.
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6 Discussion
In this chapter we will discuss the results we arrived at in the Evaluation chapter.
Furthermore we will discuss the design of our test and what could have been done better.
We will look at some of the possible reasons why we got the results that we did.

6.1 Test Design
In the previous chapter we went through how we conducted our test and analyzed the
data. In this section we will discuss some of the things that could have been done to make
a better test, giving us more data to work with, as well as try and explain why we got the
results that we ended up with.

As mentioned in the Design and Evaluation chapter, we tested at Aalborg University (AAU)
which might have skewed our data since our test participants might not have been from
the wanted population. Nearly all of our test participants were students at the University,
and therefore we were not able to gather more diverse test participants. A possible
confounding variable is that the students at AAU are used to how test are conducted,
which might give them the knowledge to guess what we are trying to test, which could
have had an effect on their actions during the test. We should have tested in a public
space where the diversity of the population would have been higher to give our test/results
more generality.

6.2 Test Results
In the Evaluation chapter we showed that our test results in the end did not amount to any
significant effect. Throughout this section we will discuss possible reasons for these
results, as well as discuss what could have prevented these results.

6.2.1 Possible explanations
When looking at the results, several reasons for the outcome comes to mind. There is
always the possibility that our results were randomly skewed, and that we in one group
just had a lot of outliers, which seems unlikely, though it could easily be ruled out through
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more testing. Some of the more likely results would be that either there was no effect in
the first place, or the prototype we constructed to test our hypotheses was simply lacking.
Though assuming that an actual effect was there to be measured, we can see from our
small effect size that it is likely that we would need far more participants for us to measure
any significant difference.

It is entirely possible when looking at our results that there was no effect to measure in
the first place. There is a very small difference in the sample groups means. This
difference being very small is even tilted in the opposite direction of the effect we looked
for, suggesting the possibility of a negative relation between immersive sound and
learning. Though it would be necessary to do more tests, with more participants to actually
reach such a conclusion as the effect size is small.

A more likely explanation for our results, as mentioned earlier, would be that our prototype
is simply lacking. If we were to assume for a moment that a positive relation between
immersive sound and learning does exist. Then a possible explanation for our results
would be that our prototype simply was not effective enough at producing this immersive
effect, or that it simply was not efficient enough as a teaching tool and that the participants
in both test groups simply did not learn enough for a significant effect to show. A way we
could have known whether this was the situation or not would be to have had a third test
sample group that would only have done the multiple choice test. This would have given
us the possibility to discern whether any participant actually learned anything from our
prototype or that they simply possessed the knowledge prior to the test.
Another aspect which was presented earlier in the Implementation chapter section
Surround Sound (4.2.4), was the fact that we did not end up with a surround sound system.
This was a sacrifice which had a negative effect on our immersive level (from our working
definition, the immersion we are measuring is more an effect of fidelity level), and could
also have had a negative effect on our test. It is possible that a higher level of immersion
would have ended up in a larger effect.

6.2.2 Problems with Prototype
When the final test is conducted and the results have been analyzed ideas for
improvements and weaknesses become apparent.
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When the final test were conducted, we explained how the testers could use the prototype
and the explanation of the prototype might be explained differently by either different
conductors or because the conductor might forget to mention some of the functionality,
this could have been avoided if the product had a built-in tutorial which would not differ
from person to person or if the conductors had a strictly followed a script. Another solution
could be done by having either small text boxes appear above each button or by having
narration explain things step by step, upon introduction to the prototype.
These changes would help avoid skewing results, as the testers might perform differently
from other.

6.2.3 Multiple choice test
The multiple choice test the participants were given after they had tried the prototype could
have been designed better, since it only consisted of 15 questions with a broad variety
regarding astrophysics. Instead of 15 questions with a broad variety, we could have
created categories with subsections, this could have streamlined the questions, which
probably could have made the multiple choice test clearer. This way we could also include
more specific questions regarding that category and therefore the questions could also be
more balanced.

Some of the questions used in the multiple choice test might have been ambiguously
formulated and this could have caused some of the participants to misunderstand a
question. An example could be the following: “If a celestial body is sling-shot away from
another celestial body, can we be sure they will ever return assuming no other celestial
body is present in the system?” see Appendix C, where only 20% in either group answered
correctly. Furthermore we could have looked at some articles who have done something
similar to what we were trying to accomplish, and get inspiration from their approach.

In this chapter we have discussed the design of our test and the results received from the
test. Furthermore we have gone through some of the possible reasons for the results we
got in the Evaluation chapter, where among some of the reasons discussed was a general
lack of participants and flaws in the prototype. It was also discussed that a third test group,
who would not have tried the prototype, but only the multiple choice test, could have been
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useful for reaching a conclusion. Lastly several points were discussed in regards to the
multiple choice test, where it was found that some aspects of it were flawed.
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7 Conclusion
Throughout this project, we tried to answer whether immersion would have an effect on
learning. For this a problem statement was proposed:

Would an immersive system based on background sounds for an interactive installation
have a positive effect on learning?

To test this a prototype was made to suit a learning environment, for basic elements from
astrophysics. This subject was chosen because the basic elements of it would be
interesting to represent. The subjects which the prototype was focused on was mainly
gravitational force, planetary interaction and the like. It was hoped that through an
immersive sound system, the user would gain a better understanding of these subjects.
A test was designed to test the following hypothesis:

H0 - The immersive sound system does not have a positive effect on the
participants' test scores

Through this test 30 participants were divided randomly in two groups, where both tried
the prototype and a multiple choice test, but only one group did so with sound. Through
this test the results proved insufficient to reach a conclusion, as the null hypothesis could
not be rejected. It was discussed that any or all of several possibilities could be directly
reason for this, where among a few were seen as most likely:



An insufficient amount of participants, as the effect size was quite small.



The possibility that the prototype was lacking in several aspects, these being either
the ability to sustain a learning environment or the lack of immersive level.



That there is no positive relation between immersive sound and learning.

In the end it proved impossible to precisely conclude further on the problem statement
with the data gathered so far, as no positive effect between immersive sound and learning
was found.
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8 Re-Design
This chapter will introduce a few suggestion as solutions to some of the findings we
mentioned in the Discussion chapter. Based on this we will propose improvements and
possible solutions for the next iteration of the prototype and test design.

8.1 Test
In the Discussion chapter several lacks in our test and design were found and discussed.
Some of the more important points were about the lack of a third test group as well as
several problems with the multiple choice test. One of the points that was also mentioned
was a problem with generality, being that the test was done mostly with Aalborg University
students as participants. With that in mind a future iteration of the test would have to be
conducted at a high school, because the future product would likely be developed for
astronomy courses. It would be relevant in such a context since the prototype is supposed
to teach them about a few basics in astronomy, because astronomy students have a hard
time learning these basic subjects which is based on informal conversation with previous
astronomy students. We think it would give the student an interesting experience by
interacting with the prototype. Another reason to choose to test high school students would
be because of generality, as mentioned in the Discussion chapter it would have been
better to test on another group than university student, a possible group could be high
schools students.

Looking back at our test, we could have introduced more levels for our independent
variable. An example could have been using four different levels; without sound, stereo
sound, surround sound and HRTF. This would mean that we could use different levels of
immersion, since the fidelity of the prototype would change according to the level of the
independent variable. As well, as mentioned in the Discussion chapter, it would be smart
to also add a test group who were to only try the multiple choice test. This would make it
possible for us to see whether the participants learn anything at all from our prototype.

Aside from the mentioned changes, the test itself would probably be conducted more or
less in much the same way as the earlier test, since not many problems were found.
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8.2 Prototype
The conducted test made it clear that the prototype contained several shortcomings,
during the test users gave recommendations and requests for features or changes.
Throughout this section we will discuss some of the more important features missing from
the prototype to improve the user’s experience and understanding.

The most requested lacking feature was the ability to move a created object. This would
allow for users to easily move misplaced objects to the desired location, instead of having
to delete and create a new object. The only thing that is missing in implementing this
feature, is the UI handle that would allow users to manipulate the position of the given
object.

One of the major user frustrations during the test was with one of the assignment that
required the participants to create a star with an orbiting planet and finally a moon orbiting
the planet. The last part of the assignments was particularly difficult, which was
astrophysically speaking misleading. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to make a stable
moon orbit so close to a star. Because the user could not see the actual distances between
the objects in space they were not able to see that they were placing the planet and moon
at less than half the distance to the created star than mercury is to the sun.
This could have been made clear to the user by showing the astronomical distances
between each object, which also would have given the participants an understanding of
how far each object is from each other in space.

The prototype would predict the object’s future positions by placing small dots at the future
positions. This was confusing to the user even though the dots was placed with a delay to
show the path it would venture. But a simple correction that would improve the
understanding of an object’s path immensely, would be to connect the dots making a line,
which is a more intuitive way of depicting movement, since when dots were crossing over
themselves it would sometimes be hard to interpret the movement.

Through this chapter we have went through how we would have redesigned the prototype
and the test design, based on the findings from the Discussion chapter.
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10 Appendix
10.1 Appendix A
1: using UnityEngine;
2: using System.Collections;
3:
4: public class AudioHandler : MonoBehaviour {
5:
6: public GravitySystem gs;
7:
8: // Use this for initialization
9: void Start () {
10:
11: }
12:
13: // Update is called once per frame
14: void Update () {
15:
for(int i = 0; i < gs.bodies.Count; i++){
16:
if(gs.bodies[i].type == Body.Type.DwarfStar){
17:
volumeOscillation(gs.bodies[i]);
18:
}
19:
}
20: }
21:
22: public void volumeOscillation(Body body){
23:
float oscillationSpeed =
(body.temperature/Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE.Length-1])*20;
24:
float x = (Mathf.Sin(Time.time*oscillationSpeed)+2)/3;
25:
//Debug.Log(Time.time);
26:
body.sound.volume = body.currentVolume*x;
27:
//Debug.Log(body.sound.volume);
28: }
29: }
30: using UnityEngine;
31: using System.Collections;
32: using UnityEngine.Audio;
33:
34: public class Body : MonoBehaviour {
35: ////////////////////////////
36: // Sound Variables
37:
38: public UIController uiController;
39:
40: public AudioSource sound;
41: public AudioClip[] planetSounds = new AudioClip[2];
42: public AudioClip[] starSounds = new AudioClip[2];
43:
44: public float currentVolume;
45: public float currentPitch;
46: private float baseVolume;
47:
48: public enum Type{
49:
None,
50:
Planet,
51:
DwarfStar
52: }
53:
54: public Transform smallBox;
55: public Transform starLightTransform;
56: public Light starLight;
57:
58: ////////////////////////////
59: // Type Variables
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60:
61: public Type type = Type.Planet;
62: public float temperature;
63: public float mass;
64: public float radius;
65:
66: public char classification;
67:
68: private float tempLightOffset;
69: public float tempLightOffsetAmount = 700;
70:
71: ////////////////////////////
72: // Body Variables
73:
74: public Vector3 randomStartVelocity = Vector3.zero;
75: public Vector3 startVelocity;
76:
77: public Vector3[] positions;
78: public Vector3[] velocities;
79:
80: public int indicesValid = 0;
81:
82:
83: public GameObject dotPrefab;
84:
85: private Transform camera;
86:
87: //lines
88: public static bool showingDots = false;
89: public Transform[] dots;
90:
91: public bool randomColor = false;
92: public Color color;
93:
94: private float rot = 0;
95: public float rotSpeed;
96:
97: public void Awake(){
98:
camera = Camera.main.transform;
99:
dots = new Transform[(Settings.DOT_OFFSET ==
0)?0:(Settings.BODY_POSITION_LENGTH/Settings.DOT_OFFSET)];
100:
for(int i = 0;i<dots.Length;i++){
101:
GameObject g = Instantiate(dotPrefab,Vector3.zero,Quaternion.identity) as GameObject;
102:
g.transform.parent = GravitySystem.DOT_CONTAINER;
103:
dots[i] = g.transform;
104:
g.SetActive(false);
105:
106:
}
107:
108:
if(randomColor){
109:
color = new Color(Random.Range(.33f,1f),Random.Range(.33f,1f),Random.Range(.33f,1f));
110:
GetComponent<Renderer>().material.color = color;
111:
}
112:
smallBox.GetComponent<TextMesh>().color = color;
113:
114: }
115:
116: public void Update(){
117:
//check if too small
118:
if(showingDots && Input.mouseScrollDelta.y != 0){
119:
for(int i = 0;i<dots.Length;i++)
120:
dots[i].localScale = new
Vector3(camera.position.y/100,camera.position.y/100,camera.position.y/100);
121:
}
122:
if(type == Type.Planet && camera.position.y/radius > 200){
123:
smallBox.gameObject.SetActive(true);
124:
float scale = (camera.position.y/radius)/100;
125:
smallBox.localScale = new Vector3(scale,scale,scale);
126:
}else
127:
smallBox.gameObject.SetActive(false);
128:
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129: }
130:
131: ////////////////////////////
132: // Construction
133:
134: public void construct(){construct(mass,radius,transform.position,startVelocity);}
135: public void construct(float mass, float radius, Vector3 position, Vector3 velocity){
136:
137: //
Debug.Log(string.Format("m: {0} r: {1} p{2} v{3}",mass,radius,position,velocity));
138:
this.mass = mass;
139:
this.radius = radius;
140:
141:
positions = new Vector3[Settings.BODY_POSITION_LENGTH];
142:
velocities = new Vector3[Settings.BODY_POSITION_LENGTH];
143:
144:
145:
if(randomStartVelocity != Vector3.zero){
146:
velocity = new Vector3( Random.Range(-randomStartVelocity.x,randomStartVelocity.x),
147:
Random.Range(randomStartVelocity.y,randomStartVelocity.y),
148:
Random.Range(randomStartVelocity.z,randomStartVelocity.z));
149:
}
150:
151:
this.positions[0] = position;
152:
this.velocities[0] = velocity;
153:
154:
transform.position = position;
155:
156: }
157:
158:
159: public void setType(Body.Type type){
160:
this.type = type;
161:
switch(type){
162:
case Type.Planet:
163:
GetComponent<Renderer>().enabled = true;
164:
starLight.enabled = false;
165:
break;
166:
case Type.DwarfStar:
167:
GetComponent<Renderer>().enabled = false;
168:
starLight.enabled = true;
169:
break;
170:
}
171:
172:
///////////////////
173:
//
SOUND
174:
if(type == Body.Type.Planet){
175:
setSoundClip(planetSounds);
176:
baseVolume = Settings.Planet.BASE_VOLUME;
177:
if(sound.isPlaying)
178:
sound.Stop();
179:
} else{
180:
setSoundClip(starSounds);
181:
baseVolume = Settings.Star.Dwarf.BASE_VOLUME;
182:
if(sound.isPlaying)
183:
sound.Stop();
184:
}
185:
186:
if(sound.enabled && !sound.isPlaying){
187:
sound.Play();
188:
sound.loop = true;
189:
}
190: }
191:
192: public void disableDots(){
193:
for(int i = 0;i<dots.Length;i++){
194:
dots[i].gameObject.SetActive(false);
195:
}
196: }
197:
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198:
199:
200: //////////////////////////////
201: // Position Handling
202:
203: public void cyclePosition(Vector3 position, Vector3 velocity){
204:
//move body
205:
transform.position = positions[1];
206:
//transform.position = Vector3.Lerp(transform.position,positions[1],1-Time.deltaTime);
207:
208:
rot += Time.deltaTime * rotSpeed;
209:
transform.rotation = Quaternion.Euler(0,rot,0);
210:
211:
//shift array
212:
shiftPositions();
213:
214:
//add position
215:
positions[positions.Length-1] = position;
216:
velocities[velocities.Length-1] = velocity;
217:
218:
219: }
220:
221: public void addPropAtIndex(Vector3 pos, Vector3 vel, int index){
222:
positions[index] = pos;
223:
velocities[index] = vel;
224:
indicesValid = index;
225:
226:
//update lines
227:
228:
229: }
230:
231: public void calculateDot(int index){
232:
233:
if(Settings.DOT_OFFSET != 0 && index % Settings.DOT_OFFSET == 0 && uiController.previousBody != null){
234:
int dotIndex = index/Settings.DOT_OFFSET;
235:
Vector3 delta = positions[index] - uiController.previousBody.positions[index];
236:
dots[dotIndex].position = delta + uiController.previousBody.positions[0];
237:
dots[dotIndex].localScale = new
Vector3(camera.position.y/100,camera.position.y/100,camera.position.y/100);
238:
dots[dotIndex].gameObject.SetActive(true);
239:
240:
if(type == Type.Planet)
241:
dots[dotIndex].GetComponent<Renderer>().material.color = color;
242:
else
243:
dots[dotIndex].GetComponent<Renderer>().material.color = starLight.color;
244:
}
245: }
246:
247: private void shiftPositions(){
248:
for(int i = 0;i<positions.Length-1;i++)
249:
positions[i] = positions[i+1];
250:
251:
for(int i = 0;i<velocities.Length-1;i++)
252:
velocities[i] = velocities[i+1];
253: }
254:
255: //////////////////////////////////
256: // Interaction Handling
257:
258: public void updateMass(double value){
259:
mass = (float)(value);
260:
if(type == Type.Planet){
261:
float pitch = Settings.Planet.BASE_PITCH;
262:
float amount = Settings.Planet.PITCH_AMOUNT;
263:
int i =
Settings.Star.Dwarf.MASS.Length - 1;
264:
265:
sound.pitch = (mass/Settings.Star.Dwarf.MASS[i]) * amount + pitch;
266:
currentPitch = (mass/Settings.Star.Dwarf.MASS[i]) * amount + pitch;
267:
}else{
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268:
float pitch = Settings.Star.Dwarf.BASE_PITCH;
269:
float amount = Settings.Star.Dwarf.PITCH_AMOUNT;
270:
int i =
Settings.Star.Dwarf.MASS.Length - 1;
271:
float s = (mass/(Settings.Star.Dwarf.MASS[i]*Settings.EARTH_MASS_TO_SUN));
272:
sound.pitch = s * amount + pitch;
273:
currentPitch = s * amount + pitch;
274:
275:
}
276: }
277:
278:
279: public void updateRadius(float value){
280:
radius = value * (type == Type.Planet ? 1:Settings.EARTH_RADIUS_TO_SUN);
281:
float dia = (radius * 2);
282:
if(type == Type.DwarfStar)
283:
if(radius < 40)
284:
transform.localScale = new Vector3(dia*3,1,dia*3);
285:
else if(radius < 100)
286:
transform.localScale = new Vector3(dia*1.5f,1,dia*1.5f);
287:
else
288:
transform.localScale = new Vector3(dia,1,dia);
289:
290:
else
291:
transform.localScale = new Vector3(dia,dia,dia);
292:
293:
calculateTemperatureOffset();
294:
295:
if(type == Type.Planet){
296:
sound.volume = (radius/Settings.Planet.RADIUS_MAX_VALUE)*(1-baseVolume) + baseVolume;
297:
currentVolume = (radius/Settings.Planet.RADIUS_MAX_VALUE)*(1-baseVolume) + baseVolume;
298:
} else if(type == Type.DwarfStar){
299:
sound.volume = ((radius/100)/Settings.Star.Dwarf.RADIUS_MAX_VALUE)*(1-baseVolume) +
baseVolume;
300:
currentVolume = ((radius/100)/Settings.Star.Dwarf.RADIUS_MAX_VALUE)*(1-baseVolume) +
baseVolume;
301:
}
302: }
303:
304: public void updateTemperature(float value){
305:
temperature = value;
306:
307:
calculateTemperatureOffset();
308:
309:
if(type != Type.DwarfStar)
310:
return;
311:
312:
for(int i = 1;i<Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE.Length;i++){
313:
float ct = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[i];
314:
float lt = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[i-1];
315:
if(value <= ct && value >= lt){
316:
//found
317:
float step = (value-lt)/(ct-lt);
318:
starLight.color = Color.Lerp(Settings.Star.Dwarf.COLORS[i1],Settings.Star.Dwarf.COLORS[i],step);
319:
updateMass(Mathf.Lerp(Settings.Star.Dwarf.MASS[i-1],Settings.Star.Dwarf.MASS[i],step) *
Settings.EARTH_MASS_TO_SUN);
320:
classification = Settings.Star.Dwarf.CLASSIFICATION[i-1];
321:
break;
322:
}
323:
}
324: }
325:
326: private void calculateTemperatureOffset(){
327:
if(radius < 100)
328:
tempLightOffsetAmount = -5;
329:
else
330:
tempLightOffsetAmount = (radius/100) * -5;
331:
332:
if(temperature <= 6000){
333:
tempLightOffset = 1-((6000 - temperature)/(6000 - 2400)) * tempLightOffsetAmount;
334:
}else{
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335:
tempLightOffset = 1-((temperature - 6000)/(35000 - 6000)) * tempLightOffsetAmount;
336:
}
337:
starLightTransform.localPosition = new Vector3(0,radius/7 + (type == Type.DwarfStar ? tempLightOffset: 1),0);
338: }
339:
340: public void setSoundClip(AudioClip[] sounds){
341:
int rand = Random.Range(0,2);
342:
sound.clip = sounds[rand];
343: }
344:
345: }
346: using UnityEngine;
347: using System.Collections;
348:
349: public class BodyCreator : MonoBehaviour {
350:
351: public UIController controller;
352: private Camera cam;
353: public GravitySystem gs;
354:
355: public CameraMovement cameraMovement;
356:
357: // Use this for initialization
358: void Start () {
359:
cam = Camera.main;
360: }
361:
362: // Update is called once per frame
363: void Update () {
364:
365:
if(Input.GetMouseButtonDown(1) && controller.state == UIController.State.SimState){
366:
367:
Ray ray = cam.ScreenPointToRay(new Vector3(Input.mousePosition.x, Input.mousePosition.y, 0));
368:
RaycastHit hitinfo;
369:
if (Physics.Raycast(ray, out hitinfo, Mathf.Infinity, 1<<8 | 1<<9)){
370:
createBodyAtPosition(hitinfo.point);
371:
}
372:
}
373: }
374:
375: //Make new planet
376: public void createBodyAtPosition(Vector3 pos){
377:
pos.y = 0;
378:
379:
GameObject g = Instantiate(gs.bodyPrefab, pos, Quaternion.identity) as GameObject;
380:
g.transform.parent = gs.transform;
381:
382:
Body body = g.GetComponent<Body>();
383:
body.type = Body.Type.Planet;
384:
body.uiController = controller;
385:
386:
gs.uiHold = true;
387:
cameraMovement.setTarget(g.transform);
388:
gs.addBody(body);
389:
controller.newBody(body);
390: }
391: }
392: using UnityEngine;
393: using System.Collections;
394:
395: public class CameraMovement : MonoBehaviour {
396:
397: public Camera cam;
398: public GravitySystem gs;
399:
400: public Transform target;
401: public Body body;
402: public float offset;
403: public float scrollSpeed = 100;
404:
405: void Start(){
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406:
cam.transform.rotation = Quaternion.LookRotation(-Vector3.up);
407:
if(target != null){
408:
body = target.GetComponent<Body>();
409:
setTarget(target);
410:
}
411: }
412:
413: void Update () {
414:
offset += -Input.mouseScrollDelta.y * scrollSpeed;
415:
416:
417:
if(offset < 50 + (target == null ? 0 : body.radius))
418:
offset = 50 + (target == null ? 0 : body.radius);
419:
else if(offset > 900050)
420:
offset = 900050;
421:
422:
423:
if(target == null){
424:
cam.transform.localPosition = Vector3.up * offset;
425:
}else{
426:
transform.position = body.positions[(gs.uiHold ? 0 : (int)(Time.timeScale*10))];
427:
cam.transform.localPosition = Vector3.up * offset;
428:
}
429: }
430:
431: public void setTarget(Transform t){
432:
if(body != null)
433:
body.sound.enabled = true;
434:
435:
target = t;
436:
body = target.GetComponent<Body>();
437:
body.sound.enabled = false;
438:
439:
transform.position = target.position;
440:
cam.transform.localPosition = Vector3.up * (offset + body.radius);
441:
442: }
443: }
444: using UnityEngine;
445: using System.Collections;
446: using UnityEngine.Audio;
447: using System.Collections.Generic;
448:
449: public class GravitySystem : MonoBehaviour {
450:
451: public GameObject bodyPrefab;
452:
453: public static Transform DOT_CONTAINER;
454:
455: public List<Body> bodies;
456:
457: private bool inited = false;
458:
459: public bool reset = false;
460:
461: public bool uiHold = false;
462:
463: public int frameShifts = 0;
464: private float lastTimeScale = 0;
465:
466:
467: // Use this for initialization
468: void Start () {
469:
470:
DOT_CONTAINER = GameObject.Find("DotContainer").transform;
471:
472:
if(transform.childCount == 0){
473:
//initNewBodies(10);
474:
}
475:
else
476:
initChildrenBodies();
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477:
478:
479:
480:
481:
482:
483:
484:
485:
486:
487:
488:
489:
490:
491:
492:
493:
494:
495:
496:
497:
498:
499:
500:
501:
502:
503:
504:
505:
506:
507:
508:
509:
510:
511:
512:
513:
514:
515:
516:
517:
518:
519:
520:
521:
522:
523:
524:
525:
526:
527:
528:
529:
530:
531:
532:
533:
534:
535:
536:
537:
538:
539:
540:
541:
542:
543:
544:
545:
546:
547:

inited = true;
}
public void initChildrenBodies(){
bodies = new List<Body>(transform.childCount);
foreach(Transform child in transform){
Body b = child.GetComponent<Body>() as Body;
b.construct();
bodies.Add(b);
}
calcFuturePositions();
}
public void reInitChildren(){
foreach(Body body in bodies){
body.construct();
Debug.Log("bPos " + body.positions[0] +", " + body.positions[1]);
}
calcFuturePositions();
}
public void initNewBodies(int numBodies){
bodies = new List<Body>(numBodies);
float rnd = 2000f;
for(int i = 0;i<bodies.Count;i++){
GameObject g = Instantiate(bodyPrefab,Vector3.zero,Quaternion.identity) as GameObject;
int mass = 100000;
float rad = Random.Range(10,1000);
Vector3 pos = new Vector3(Random.Range(-rnd,rnd),Random.Range(-rnd,rnd),Random.Range(-rnd,rnd));
g.transform.parent = transform;
Body b = g.GetComponent<Body>() as Body;
b.construct(mass,rad, pos, Vector3.zero);
bodies[i] = b;
}
}
public void addBody(Body b){
b.construct();
bodies.Add(b);
calcFuturePositions();
}
public void calcFuturePositions(){
StopCoroutine("calculateFuturePositions");
StartCoroutine("calculateFuturePositions");
}
private IEnumerator calculateFuturePositions(){
//populate positions of bodies
frameShifts = 0;
int f = 1;
for(int i = 0;i<bodies.Count;i++)
bodies[i].disableDots();
Body.showingDots = true;
while(!reset && f<Settings.BODY_POSITION_LENGTH + frameShifts){
for(int i = 0;i<bodies.Count;i++){
Vector3 acc = Vector3.zero;
int tf = f-frameShifts;
for(int j = 0;j<bodies.Count;j++){
if(i==j)continue;
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548:
549:
550:
551:
552:
553:
554:
555:
556:
557:
558:
559:
560:
561:
562:
563:
564:
565:
566:
567:
568:
569:
570:
571:
572:
573:
574:
575:
576:
577:
578:
579:
580:
581:
582:
583:
584:
585:
586:
587:
588:
589:
590:
591:
592:
593:
594:
595:
596:
597:
598:
599:
600:
601:
602:
603:
604:
605:
606:
607:
608:
609:
610:
611:
612:
613:
614:
615:
616:
617:
618:

acc += calculateGravitional(bodies[i],bodies[j],tf);
}
Vector3 prevVel= bodies[i].velocities[tf-1];
Vector3 prevPos = bodies[i].positions[tf-1];
Vector3 vel = prevVel + acc;
Vector3 pos = prevPos + vel;

bodies[i].addPropAtIndex(pos,vel,tf);

}
if(Body.showingDots)
for(int i = 0;i<bodies.Count;i++)
bodies[i].calculateDot(f-frameShifts);
f++;
if(f%20==0)
yield return null;
}

if(reset){
reset = false;
calcFuturePositions();
}
}
// Update is called once per frame
void Update () {
if(inited && !uiHold)
updateBodies();
}
public void updateBodies(){
if(Body.showingDots){
for(int i = 0;i<bodies.Count;i++)
bodies[i].disableDots();
Body.showingDots = false;
}
for(int t = 0;t < Time.timeScale*10;t ++){
frameShifts ++;
for(int i = 0;i<bodies.Count;i++){
Vector3 acc = Vector3.zero;
for(int j = 0;j<bodies.Count;j++){
if(i==j)continue;
acc += calculateGravitional(bodies[i],bodies[j]);
}
Vector3 vel = bodies[i].velocities[bodies[i].positions.Length-1] + acc;
Vector3 pos = bodies[i].positions[bodies[i].positions.Length-1] + vel;
bodies[i].cyclePosition(pos,vel);
}
}
}
public Vector3 calculateGravitional(Body effected, Body effector,int index = -1){
if(index == 0 || index > Settings.BODY_POSITION_LENGTH){
Debug.LogError("invalid index: out of range");
return Vector3.zero;
}else if(index == -1){
index = effected.positions.Length;
}
Vector3 delta;
try{
delta = effector.positions[index-1] - effected.positions[index-1];
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619:
}catch(System.IndexOutOfRangeException e){
620:
Debug.LogError("index: " + (index-1) + " effector: " + effector + " effected: " + effected+ " \n " + e);
621:
return Vector3.zero;
622:
}
623:
624:
float distance = delta.magnitude;
625:
626:
if(distance == 0){
627:
Debug.LogWarning("Distance is zero - what is the chances");
628:
return Vector3.zero;
629:
}
630:
631:
float force = Settings.GRAVITATIONAL_CONSTANT * ((effected.mass * effector.mass) / distance);
632:
Vector3 forceVector = delta.normalized * force;
633:
return forceVector / effected.mass;
634: }
635:
636: }
637: using UnityEngine;
638: using System.Collections;
639:
640: public class Reset : MonoBehaviour {
641:
642: public void reset(){
643:
Application.LoadLevel("UI_test");
644: }
645: }
646: using UnityEngine;
647: using System.Collections;
648:
649: public struct Settings {
650:
651: #region General
652: public static readonly int
BODY_POSITION_LENGTH = 1000;
653: public static readonly int
DOT_OFFSET
= 1;
654: public static readonly float
GRAVITATIONAL_CONSTANT = 0.3769f;
655: public static readonly float
MAX_DISTORTION
= 60000;
656: public static readonly float
RESET_VOLUME
= 1;
657: public static readonly float
RESET_PITCH
= 1;
658:
659: //divide with this
660: public static readonly float
EARTH_RADIUS_TO_SUN = 109f;
661: public static readonly float
EARTH_MASS_TO_SUN
= 333060f;
662:
663: #endregion
664:
665: public struct Planet{
666:
public static readonly ActiveSliders SLIDERS = ActiveSliders.Mass | ActiveSliders.Radius;
667:
668:
public static readonly float RADIUS_MIN_VALUE
= 1; // Metres
669:
public static readonly float RADIUS_MAX_VALUE
= 100; // Metres
670:
public static readonly string RADIUS_UNIT
= "Earths"; // Metres
671:
672:
public static readonly float MASS_MIN_VALUE
= 1; // kg
673:
public static readonly float MASS_MAX_VALUE
= 100; // kg
674:
public static readonly float BASE_VOLUME
= 0.20f;
675:
676:
677:
public static readonly float BASE_PITCH
= 0.8f;
678:
public static readonly float PITCH_AMOUNT
= 0.4f;
679: }
680:
681:
682: public struct Star{
683:
public struct Dwarf{
684:
685:
public static readonly float RADIUS_MIN_VALUE = 0.1f;
686:
public static readonly float RADIUS_MAX_VALUE = 90f;
687:
public static readonly string RADIUS_UNIT
= "Suns"; // Metres
688:
public static readonly string TEMPERATURE_UNIT = "Kelvin";
689:
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690:
691:
public static readonly ActiveSliders SLIDERS = ActiveSliders.Temperature | ActiveSliders.Radius;
692:
693:
public static readonly float BASE_PITCH
= 0.8f;
694:
public static readonly float BASE_VOLUME
= 0.5f;
695:
public static readonly float PITCH_AMOUNT
= 0.2f;
696:
697:
698:
public static readonly char[] CLASSIFICATION = {
699:
'M',
700:
'K',
701:
'G',
702:
'F',
703:
'A',
704:
'B',
705:
'O'
706:
};
707:
708:
public static readonly int[] TEMPERATURE = {
709:
2400,
710:
3700,
711:
5200,
712:
6000,
713:
7500,
714:
10000,
715:
30000,
716:
35000
717:
};
718:
719:
public static readonly Color[] COLORS = {
720:
new Color(255f/255,189f/255,111f/255),
721:
new Color(255f/255,221f/255,180f/255),
722:
new Color(255f/255,244f/255,232f/255),
723:
new Color(251f/255,248f/255,255f/255),
724:
new Color(202f/255,216f/255,255f/255),
725:
new Color(170f/255,191f/255,255f/255),
726:
new Color(155f/255,176f/255,255f/255),
727:
new Color(155f/255,176f/255,255f/255)
728:
};
729:
730:
public static readonly float[] MASS = {
731:
0.08f,
732:
0.45f,
733:
0.8f,
734:
1.04f,
735:
1.4f,
736:
2.1f,
737:
16f,
738:
60f
739:
};
740:
741:
}
742: }
743:
744: }
745:
746: [System.Flags]
747: public enum ActiveSliders{
748: None
= 1 << 0,
749: Mass
= 1 << 1,
750: Radius
= 1 << 2,
751: Density = 1 << 3,
752: Temperature = 1 << 4
753: }
754: using UnityEngine;
755: using System;
756: using System.Collections;
757: using System.Collections.Generic;
758: using System.IO;
759:
760: public class Spawner : MonoBehaviour {
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761:
762: public GameObject low_pitch;
763: public GameObject high_pitch;
764: private GameObject obj;
765:
766: private readonly bool drawCube = true;
767:
768:
769: public Transform direction;
770:
771: private bool roundStarted = false;
772:
773: private bool waitForRestart = false;
774:
775: public string directory = "D:/KasperHdL/Desktop/TestFiles/";
776: private readonly string filenamePrepend = "participant_";
777: private readonly string filenameAppend = ".txt";
778: private int nextNum = 0;
779:
780: private readonly int maxRounds = 10;
781:
782: private int round = 0;
783: private float[] correctAngles = new float[10];
784: private float[] angles = new float[10];
785:
786: private float correctAngle;
787:
788: private float offset = 5;
789:
790:
791: void Start(){
792:
init();
793: }
794:
795: void init(){
796:
findNextFileNumber();
797:
round = 0;
798:
799:
correctAngles = new float[10];
800:
angles = new float[10];
801:
roundStarted = false;
802:
waitForRestart = false;
803: }
804:
805: void findNextFileNumber(){
806:
DirectoryInfo dir = new DirectoryInfo(directory);
807:
List<int> numbersUsed = new List<int>();
808:
809:
foreach (FileInfo file in dir.GetFiles()){
810:
string name = file.Name;
811:
if(name.IndexOf(filenamePrepend) != -1 && name.IndexOf(filenameAppend) != -1){
812:
name = name.Substring(filenamePrepend.Length,name.Length(filenameAppend.Length+filenamePrepend.Length));
813:
numbersUsed.Add(int.Parse(name));
814:
}
815:
}
816:
817:
int max = 0;
818:
819:
numbersUsed.Sort();
820:
821:
foreach(int n in numbersUsed){
822:
if(n == max)
823:
max++;
824:
}
825:
826:
nextNum = max;
827: }
828:
829: // Update is called once per frame
830: void Update () {
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831:
if(roundStarted){
832:
//update and wait for click
833:
834:
Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
835:
836:
RaycastHit hitinfo;
837:
if (Physics.Raycast(ray, out hitinfo, Mathf.Infinity, 1<<8)){
838:
Vector3 mPos = hitinfo.point;
839:
840:
float angle = Vector3.Angle(Vector3.right,mPos);
841:
direction.LookAt(mPos);
842:
843:
if(Input.GetMouseButtonDown(0)){
844:
//clicked
845:
correctAngles[round-1] = correctAngle;
846:
847:
angles[round-1] = (angle/180)*Mathf.PI * (mPos.y>0 ? -1:1);
848:
Destroy(obj);
849:
roundStarted = false;
850:
}
851:
}
852:
}else if(waitForRestart){
853:
if(Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Space)){
854:
init();
855:
}
856:
}else{
857:
if(round == maxRounds){
858:
string s = "angle,\t\tcorrect angle;\r\n";
859:
for(int i = 0;i<maxRounds;i++){
860:
s += (angles[i] <0 ? "":" ");
861:
s += angles[i].ToString("F10") + ",\t";
862:
s += (correctAngles[i] <0 ? "":" ");
863:
s += correctAngles[i].ToString("F10") + ";\r\n";
864:
}
865:
File.WriteAllText(directory + filenamePrepend + nextNum + filenameAppend, s);
866:
867:
findNextFileNumber();
868:
waitForRestart = true;
869:
}else{
870:
newRound();
871:
roundStarted = true;
872:
}
873:
}
874:
875:
876:
877: }
878:
879: private void newRound(){
880:
float angle = UnityEngine.Random.Range(-Mathf.PI,Mathf.PI);
881:
882:
correctAngle = angle;
883:
884:
obj = Instantiate((UnityEngine.Random.Range(0,2) == 1 ? low_pitch:high_pitch), new
Vector3(Mathf.Cos(angle)*offset,(drawCube ? 0:-10),Mathf.Sin(angle)*offset), Quaternion.identity) as GameObject;
885:
round++;
886: }
887:
888: }
889: using UnityEngine;
890: using UnityEngine.UI;
891: using System.Collections;
892: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
893: public class ButtonWithText : Button {
894: public Text text;
895: public bool isEditBtn = false;
896: public Color defaultColor;
897: public ButtonWithText editButton;
898: public TemperatureSlider temp;
899: public PlanetSwitcher planetSwitcher;
900:
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901: public int index;
902:
903: public override void OnPointerClick(PointerEventData eventData){
904:
if(temp != null)temp.handleJumpButton(index);
905:
else if(planetSwitcher != null){
906:
if(isEditBtn)
907:
planetSwitcher.handleEditButton(index);
908:
else
909:
planetSwitcher.handleButton(index);
910:
}
911:
base.OnPointerClick(eventData);
912: }
913:
914: public void highlight(bool isHighlight){
915:
if(isHighlight)
916:
targetGraphic.color = new Color(defaultColor.r-0.2f, defaultColor.g-0.2f, defaultColor.b-0.2f);
917:
else
918:
targetGraphic.color = defaultColor;
919: }
920: }
921: using UnityEngine;
922: using System.Collections;
923: using UnityEngine.UI;
924:
925: public class InformationHandler : MonoBehaviour {
926:
927: public Text text;
928: public Text infoText;
929:
930: private Body body;
931: private RectTransform rt;
932: private float boxWidth;
933:
934: // Use this for initialization
935: void Start () {
936:
rt
= transform as RectTransform;
937:
boxWidth
= rt.rect.width;
938: }
939:
940: // Update is called once per frame
941: void Update () {
942:
if(body != null){
943:
setText();
944:
if(body.type == Body.Type.Planet)
945:
rt.sizeDelta = new Vector2(boxWidth, 100f);
946:
else
947:
rt.sizeDelta = new Vector2(boxWidth, 150f);
948:
}
949: }
950:
951: public void setText(){
952:
if(body != null){
953:
if(body.type == Body.Type.DwarfStar){
954:
text.text =
955:
"Type:"
+
956:
"\nClass:"
+
957:
"\nTemperature:" +
958:
"\nRadius:"
+
959:
"\nRadius:"
+
960:
"\nMass:"
+
961:
"\nMass:"
+
962:
"\nVelocity:"
963:
;
964:
965:
infoText.text =
966:
"Dwarf Star"
+
967:
"\n" + body.classification
+
968:
"\n" + body.temperature.ToString("F0")
+ " kelvin" +
969:
"\n" + (body.radius/Settings.EARTH_RADIUS_TO_SUN).ToString("F3")
suns" +
970:
"\n" + body.radius.ToString("F0")
+ " earths" +

+"
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971:
suns"
972:
973:
km/s"
974:
975:
976:
977:
978:
979:
980:
981:
982:
983:
984:
985:
986:

"\n" +

(body.mass/Settings.EARTH_MASS_TO_SUN).ToString("F3")

+"

"\n" +
"\n" +

body.mass.ToString("F0")
+ " earths" +
((body.velocities[0].magnitude*6.371)/(1/Time.smoothDeltaTime)).ToString("F2")

+"

+

;
} else{
text.text =
"Type:"
"\nRadius:"
"\nRadius:"
"\nMass:"
"\nVelocity:"
;

+
+
+
+

infoText.text =
"\n" +

987:

"\n" +

"Planet"
(body.radius/Settings.EARTH_RADIUS_TO_SUN).ToString("F3")
+ " suns" +
body.radius.ToString("F1")

+

+ " earths" +
988:

"\n" +
+ " earths" +
"\n" +

body.mass.ToString("F1")

989:
((body.velocities[0].magnitude*6.371)/(1/Time.smoothDeltaTime)).ToString("F2")
km/s"
990:
;
991:
}
992:
993:
994:
} else
995:
Debug.LogError("INFORMATIONHANDLER: BODY IS NOT INSTANTIATED");
996: }
997:
998: public void setBody(Body body){
999:
this.body = body;
1000: }
1001: }
1002: using UnityEngine;
1003: using System.Collections;
1004: using UnityEngine.UI;
1005: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
1006:
1007: public class MassSlider : SliderWithText {
1008:
1009: public string unit = "";
1010:
1011: public new void Start(){
1012:
base.Start();
1013:
setText(value);
1014:
1015: }
1016:
1017: public void updateExtremes(Body.Type type){
1018:
switch(type){
1019:
case Body.Type.Planet:
1020:
maxValue = Settings.Planet.MASS_MAX_VALUE;
1021:
minValue = Settings.Planet.MASS_MIN_VALUE;
1022:
unit = "Earths";
1023:
break;
1024:
}
1025: }
1026:
1027: public override void ValueChanged(){
1028:
if(controller != null)
1029:
controller.updateMass(value);
1030:
setText(value);
1031: }
1032:
1033: public override void setText(float val){
1034:
text.text = val + " " + unit;
1035: }

+"
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1036: }
1037: using UnityEngine;
1038: using System.Collections;
1039: using UnityEngine.UI;
1040: using System.Collections.Generic;
1041:
1042: public class PlanetSwitcher : MonoBehaviour {
1043: public Transform buttonPrefab;
1044: public UIController controller;
1045: public CameraMovement camMov;
1046: public GravitySystem gs;
1047: public List<ButtonWithText> buttons;
1048: public Button nextButton;
1049: public Button previousButton;
1050:
1051: private Color defaultButtonColor;
1052:
1053: private RectTransform nB;
1054: private RectTransform pB;
1055:
1056: private int maxButtonCount;
1057: private int currentBodyCount;
1058: private int currentButtonIndex;
1059: private float buttonWidth = 50;
1060: private float panelWidth;
1061: private float panelHeight = 85;
1062:
1063: private RectTransform panelRT;
1064: private RectTransform buttonRT;
1065:
1066: private float buttonSpace = 5;
1067:
1068: // Use this for initialization
1069: void Start () {
1070:
maxButtonCount
= 10;
1071:
defaultButtonColor = Color.white;
1072:
panelRT
= transform as RectTransform;
1073:
panelWidth
= panelRT.rect.width;
1074:
panelHeight
= panelRT.rect.height;
1075:
1076:
currentBodyCount = 0;
1077:
buttons
= new List<ButtonWithText>();
1078: }
1079:
1080: public void newBody(Body body){
1081:
currentBodyCount++;
1082:
createButton();
1083: }
1084:
1085: public void handleButton(int i){
1086:
buttons[currentButtonIndex].highlight(false);
1087:
if(gs.bodies[i] != null){
1088:
currentButtonIndex = i;
1089:
buttons[currentButtonIndex].highlight(true);
1090:
camMov.setTarget(gs.bodies[i].transform);
1091:
controller.previousBody = gs.bodies[i];
1092:
controller.informationHandler.setBody(gs.bodies[i]);
1093:
} else
1094:
Debug.Log("No body found!");
1095: }
1096:
1097: public void handleEditButton(int i){
1098:
controller.editBody(gs.bodies[i]);
1099: }
1100:
1101: public void createButton(){
1102:
RectTransform t = Instantiate(buttonPrefab, Vector3.zero, Quaternion.identity) as RectTransform;
1103:
ButtonWithText b = t.GetComponent<ButtonWithText>();
1104:
b.index = currentBodyCount-1;
1105:
b.editButton.index = b.index;
1106:
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1107:
1108:
1109:
1110:
1111:
1112:
1113:
1114:
1115:
1116:
1117:
1118:
1119:
1120:
1121:
1122:
1123:
1124:
1125:
1126:
1127:
1128:
1129:
1130:
1131:
1132:
1133:
1134:
1135:
1136:
1137:
1138:
1139:
1140:
1141:
1142:
1143:
1144:
1145:
1146:
1147:
1148:
1149:
1150:
1151:
1152:
1153:
1154:
1155:
1156:
1157:
1158:
1159:
1160:
1161:
1162:
1163:
1164:
1165:
1166:
1167:
1168:
1169:
1170:
1171:
1172:
1173:
1174:
1175:
1176:
1177:

b.planetSwitcher = this;
b.editButton.planetSwitcher = this;
if(currentBodyCount <= maxButtonCount){
panelWidth = (buttonWidth+buttonSpace)*currentBodyCount + buttonSpace;
panelRT.sizeDelta = new Vector2(panelWidth, panelHeight);
}
t.SetParent(transform);
t.anchoredPosition = new Vector2((buttonWidth+buttonSpace)*currentBodyCount - buttonWidth/2,15);
buttons.Add(b);
if(currentBodyCount > maxButtonCount){
if(b.transform.position.x + buttonWidth/2 >= transform.position.x + panelWidth/2)
b.gameObject.SetActive(false);
else if(b.transform.position.x - buttonWidth/2 <= transform.position.x - panelWidth/2)
b.gameObject.SetActive(false);
else
b.gameObject.SetActive(true);
}
}
public void deleteButton(int i){
Destroy(buttons[i].gameObject);
buttons.RemoveAt(i);
currentBodyCount--;
if(currentBodyCount <= maxButtonCount){
panelWidth = (buttonWidth+buttonSpace)*currentBodyCount + buttonSpace;
panelRT.sizeDelta = new Vector2(panelWidth, panelHeight);
}else
shiftButtons(true);
for(int j = 0;j<buttons.Count;j++){
ButtonWithText b = buttons[j];
b.index = j;
b.editButton.index = j;
RectTransform t = b.transform as RectTransform;
t.anchoredPosition = new Vector2((buttonWidth+buttonSpace)*(j+1) - buttonWidth/2,15);
}
updateButtons();
}
public void updateButtons(){
for(int i = 0;i<gs.bodies.Count;i++){
if(gs.bodies[i].type == Body.Type.Planet){
buttons[i].text.text = "Planet";
buttons[i].targetGraphic.color = gs.bodies[i].color;
buttons[i].defaultColor = gs.bodies[i].color;
}else{
buttons[i].text.text = "Dwarf Star";
buttons[i].targetGraphic.color = gs.bodies[i].starLight.color;
buttons[i].defaultColor = gs.bodies[i].starLight.color;
}
}
if(currentBodyCount <= maxButtonCount){
nextButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
previousButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
} else {
previousButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
}
}
public void shiftButtons(bool moveRight){
RectTransform bt;
for(int i = 0;i<buttons.Count;i++){
bt = buttons[i].transform as RectTransform;
if(moveRight)
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1178:
bt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(bt.anchoredPosition.x + (buttonWidth+buttonSpace),
bt.anchoredPosition.y);
1179:
else
1180:
bt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(bt.anchoredPosition.x - (buttonWidth+buttonSpace),
bt.anchoredPosition.y);
1181:
1182:
if(buttons[i].transform.position.x + buttonWidth/2 >= transform.position.x + panelWidth/2)
1183:
buttons[i].gameObject.SetActive(false);
1184:
else if(buttons[i].transform.position.x - buttonWidth/2 <= transform.position.x - panelWidth/2)
1185:
buttons[i].gameObject.SetActive(false);
1186:
else
1187:
buttons[i].gameObject.SetActive(true);
1188:
}
1189:
1190:
1191:
if(buttons[0].transform.position.x > transform.position.x - panelWidth/2)
1192:
nextButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1193:
else
1194:
nextButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1195:
1196:
if(buttons[buttons.Count-1].transform.position.x < transform.position.x + panelWidth/2)
1197:
previousButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1198:
else
1199:
previousButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1200: }
1201: }
1202: using UnityEngine;
1203: using System.Collections;
1204: using UnityEngine.UI;
1205: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
1206:
1207: public class RadiusSlider : SliderWithText {
1208:
1209: private string unit = "";
1210:
1211: public new void Start(){
1212:
base.Start();
1213:
1214: }
1215:
1216: public void updateExtremes(Body.Type type){
1217:
switch(type){
1218:
case Body.Type.Planet:
1219:
minValue = Settings.Planet.RADIUS_MIN_VALUE;
1220:
maxValue = Settings.Planet.RADIUS_MAX_VALUE;
1221:
unit = Settings.Planet.RADIUS_UNIT;
1222:
break;
1223:
1224:
case Body.Type.DwarfStar:
1225:
minValue = Settings.Star.Dwarf.RADIUS_MIN_VALUE;
1226:
maxValue = Settings.Star.Dwarf.RADIUS_MAX_VALUE;
1227:
unit = Settings.Star.Dwarf.RADIUS_UNIT;
1228:
break;
1229:
}
1230:
setText(value);
1231: }
1232:
1233: public override void ValueChanged(){
1234:
if(controller != null)
1235:
controller.updateRadius(value);
1236:
setText(value);
1237: }
1238:
1239: public override void setText(float val){
1240:
1241:
text.text = val + " " + unit;
1242:
1243: }
1244: }
1245: using UnityEngine;
1246: using System.Collections;
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1247: using UnityEngine.UI;
1248: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
1249:
1250: public class SliderWithText : Slider {
1251:
1252: public UIController controller;
1253: public Text text;
1254:
1255: public new void Start(){
1256:
base.Start();
1257:
onValueChanged.AddListener (delegate {ValueChanged();});
1258: }
1259:
1260:
1261: public virtual void setText(float value){}
1262:
1263: public virtual void ValueChanged(){
1264: }
1265: }
1266: using UnityEngine;
1267: using System.Collections;
1268: using UnityEngine.UI;
1269: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
1270: using System;
1271:
1272: public class TemperatureSlider : SliderWithText {
1273:
1274: public GameObject classPrefab;
1275:
1276: public RectTransform classContainer;
1277:
1278: private Body.Type currentType = Body.Type.None;
1279:
1280: public new void Start(){
1281:
base.Start();
1282:
setText(value);
1283: }
1284:
1285: public void handleJumpButton(int i){
1286:
float ct = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[i+1];
1287:
float lt = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[i];
1288:
value = (lt+(ct-lt)/2);
1289: }
1290:
1291: public void updateExtremes(Body.Type type){
1292:
switch(type){
1293:
case Body.Type.DwarfStar:
1294:
if(currentType == type)
1295:
return;
1296:
maxValue = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE.Length 1];
1297:
minValue = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[0];
1298:
1299:
for(int i = 1;i<Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE.Length;i++){
1300:
float nt = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[i];
1301:
float pt = Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE[i-1];
1302:
float value = pt+((nt-pt)/2);//midpoint
1303:
float per = (value-minValue)/(maxValue-minValue);
1304:
1305:
GameObject g = Instantiate(classPrefab,Vector3.zero,Quaternion.identity) as
GameObject;
1306:
g.transform.SetParent(classContainer);
1307:
1308:
RectTransform rt = g.transform as RectTransform;
1309:
rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(0,15);
1310:
1311:
float fullWidth = Mathf.Abs(g.transform.localPosition.x)*2;
1312:
rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(fullWidth*per,35);
1313:
value = (((nt-pt))/(maxValue-minValue));
1314:
rt.sizeDelta = new Vector2(value*fullWidth,30);
1315:
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1316:
ButtonWithText btw = g.GetComponent<ButtonWithText>();
1317:
btw.text.text = Settings.Star.Dwarf.CLASSIFICATION[i-1].ToString();
1318:
btw.temp = this;
1319:
btw.index = i-1;
1320:
1321:
g.GetComponent<Image>().color = Color.Lerp(Settings.Star.Dwarf.COLORS[i1],Settings.Star.Dwarf.COLORS[i],.5f);
1322:
1323:
}
1324:
1325:
1326:
break;
1327:
}
1328:
currentType = type;
1329: }
1330:
1331: public override void ValueChanged(){
1332:
if(controller != null)
1333:
controller.updateTemperature(value);
1334:
setText(value);
1335: }
1336:
1337: public override void setText(float val){
1338:
text.text = value.ToString("F0") + " " + Settings.Star.Dwarf.TEMPERATURE_UNIT;
1339: }
1340: }
1341: using UnityEngine;
1342: using System.Collections;
1343: using UnityEngine.UI;
1344: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
1345:
1346: public class TimeSlider : SliderWithText {
1347:
1348: private float lastTimeScale = 0;
1349:
1350: public override void ValueChanged(){
1351:
if(value == 0)
1352:
Time.timeScale = 0;
1353:
else
1354:
Time.timeScale = value/10;
1355:
setText(value);
1356: }
1357:
1358: public void Update(){
1359:
if(Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Space)){
1360:
if(lastTimeScale == 0 && Time.timeScale != 0){
1361:
lastTimeScale = Time.timeScale;
1362:
Time.timeScale = 0;
1363:
1364:
}else if(lastTimeScale != 0){
1365:
Time.timeScale = lastTimeScale;
1366:
lastTimeScale = 0;
1367:
}
1368:
value = Time.timeScale * 10;
1369:
}
1370: }
1371:
1372: public override void setText(float val){
1373:
text.text = value.ToString("F1") + "x speed";
1374: }
1375: }
1376: using UnityEngine;
1377: using System.Collections;
1378: using UnityEngine.UI;
1379: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
1380:
1381: public class UIController : MonoBehaviour {
1382:
1383: public Camera cam;
1384: public CameraMovement cm;
1385:
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1386: public Body body;
1387: public Body previousBody;
1388:
1389: public GravitySystem gs;
1390:
1391: public PlanetSwitcher planetSwitcher;
1392:
1393: public VectorUI velocity;
1394:
1395: public TimeSlider timeSlider;
1396:
1397: public InformationHandler informationHandler;
1398:
1399: public Button resetButton;
1400: public Button deleteButton;
1401:
1402: public RadiusSlider radiusSlider;
1403: public MassSlider massSlider;
1404: public DensitySlider densitySlider;
1405: public TemperatureSlider temperatureSlider;
1406:
1407: public GameObject typeSelector;
1408:
1409: public Button leftButton;
1410: public Text leftButtonText;
1411:
1412: public Button rightButton;
1413: public Text rightButtonText;
1414:
1415: private float canvasWidth;
1416:
1417: public State state = State.SimState;
1418: public Body.Type selectedType = Body.Type.None;
1419: public ActiveSliders activeSliders;
1420:
1421: public float maxDistortion;
1422:
1423: public enum State{
1424:
PropState,
1425:
VeloState,
1426:
SimState
1427: }
1428:
1429:
1430: #region Unity Methods
1431: public void Start () {
1432:
gs.uiHold = true;
1433:
RectTransform objectRectTransform = gameObject.GetComponent<RectTransform> ();
1434:
canvasWidth = objectRectTransform.rect.width;
1435:
radiusSlider.controller = this;
1436:
massSlider.controller = this;
1437:
temperatureSlider.controller = this;
1438:
velocity.controller = this;
1439:
1440:
setState(state);
1441:
1442:
maxDistortion = Settings.MAX_DISTORTION;
1443: }
1444:
1445: #endregion
1446:
1447: public void deleteBody(){
1448:
int i = gs.bodies.IndexOf(body);
1449:
1450:
gs.bodies.RemoveAt(i);
1451:
for(int j = body.dots.Length-1; j >= 0; j--)
1452:
Destroy(body.dots[(body.dots.Length-1)-j].gameObject);
1453:
1454:
Destroy(body.gameObject);
1455:
1456:
planetSwitcher.deleteButton(i);
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1457:
1458:
1459:
1460:
1461:
1462:
1463:
1464:
1465:
1466:
1467:
1468:
1469:
1470:
1471:
1472:
1473:
1474:
1475:
1476:
1477:
1478:
1479:
1480:
1481:
1482:
1483:
1484:
1485:
1486:
1487:
1488:
1489:
1490:
1491:
1492:
1493:
1494:
1495:
1496:
1497:
1498:
1499:
1500:
1501:
1502:
1503:
1504:
1505:
1506:
1507:
1508:
1509:
1510:
1511:
1512:
1513:
1514:
1515:
1516:
1517:
1518:
1519:
1520:
1521:
1522:
1523:
1524:
1525:
1526:
1527:

gs.calcFuturePositions();
setState(State.SimState);
}
public void editBody(Body body){
gs.uiHold = true;
this.body = null;
updateSliderValues(body);
setBody(body);
//updateSliderValues();
}
public void newBody(Body body){
if(this.body != null && previousBody == null)
previousBody = this.body;
planetSwitcher.newBody(body);
informationHandler.gameObject.SetActive(true);
setBody(body);
}
public void setBody(Body body){
this.body = body;
updateType(body.type);
setState(State.PropState);
}
public void setState(State s){
switch(s){
case State.PropState:{
updateActiveSliders(activeSliders);
resetButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
deleteButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
velocity.gameObject.SetActive(false);
timeSlider.gameObject.SetActive(false);
typeSelector.SetActive(true);
planetSwitcher.gameObject.SetActive(false);
leftButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
rightButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
RectTransform rt = rightButton.transform as RectTransform;
rt.sizeDelta = new Vector2(50,30);
//rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(canvasWidth-rt.rect.width/2,0-rt.rect.height/2);

rt = leftButton.transform as RectTransform;
rt.sizeDelta = new Vector2(60,30);
//rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(rt.rect.width/2,0-rt.rect.height/2);

cm.setTarget(body.transform);
informationHandler.setBody(body);
for(int i = 0; i < gs.bodies.Count; i++)
if(gs.bodies[i] != body)
gs.bodies[i].sound.enabled = false;
else
gs.bodies[i].sound.enabled = true;
leftButtonText.text = "Exit";
rightButtonText.text = "Next";
}break;
case State.VeloState:{
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1528:
updateActiveSliders(ActiveSliders.None);
1529:
resetButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1530:
deleteButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1531:
1532:
velocity.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1533:
timeSlider.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1534:
typeSelector.SetActive(false);
1535:
1536:
leftButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1537:
rightButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1538:
planetSwitcher.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1539:
1540:
RectTransform rt = rightButton.transform as RectTransform;
1541:
rt.sizeDelta = new Vector2(50,30);
1542:
//rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(canvasWidth-rt.rect.width/2,0-rt.rect.height/2);
1543:
1544:
rt = leftButton.transform as RectTransform;
1545:
rt.sizeDelta = new Vector2(70,30);
1546:
//rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(rt.rect.width/2,0-rt.rect.height/2);
1547:
1548:
leftButtonText.text = "Previous";
1549:
rightButtonText.text = "Finish";
1550:
}break;
1551:
case State.SimState:{
1552:
1553:
updateActiveSliders(ActiveSliders.None);
1554:
resetButton.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1555:
deleteButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1556:
1557:
typeSelector.SetActive(false);
1558:
timeSlider.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1559:
1560:
velocity.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1561:
1562:
leftButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1563:
rightButton.gameObject.SetActive(false);
1564:
planetSwitcher.gameObject.SetActive(true);
1565:
1566:
planetSwitcher.updateButtons();
1567:
1568:
if(previousBody != null)
1569:
cm.setTarget(previousBody.transform);
1570:
1571:
gs.uiHold = false;
1572:
1573:
for(int i = 0; i < gs.bodies.Count; i++)
1574:
if(gs.bodies[i] != previousBody)
1575:
gs.bodies[i].sound.enabled = true;
1576:
else
1577:
gs.bodies[i].sound.enabled = false;
1578:
1579:
}break;
1580:
}
1581:
state = s;
1582: }
1583:
1584:
1585:
1586: #region Button Handlers
1587: public void handleNavigationalButton(int i){
1588:
//setup for setting the vel
1589:
// 0 is left button - 1 is right button
1590:
1591:
switch(state){
1592:
case State.PropState:{
1593:
if(i == 0)
1594:
setState(State.SimState);
1595:
else
1596:
setState(State.VeloState);
1597:
}break;
1598:
case State.VeloState:{
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1599:
if(i == 0)
1600:
setState(State.PropState);
1601:
else
1602:
setState(State.SimState);
1603:
}break;
1604:
}
1605: }
1606:
1607: public void handleTypeButton(int i ){
1608:
updateType((Body.Type)i);
1609: }
1610:
1611: #endregion
1612:
1613:
1614: private void updateActiveSliders(ActiveSliders activeSliders){
1615:
//activate appropiate sliders
1616:
radiusSlider.gameObject.SetActive((activeSliders & ActiveSliders.Radius) == ActiveSliders.Radius);
1617:
massSlider.gameObject.SetActive((activeSliders & ActiveSliders.Mass) == ActiveSliders.Mass);
1618:
//densitySlider.gameObject.SetActive((activeSliders & ActiveSliders.Density) == ActiveSliders.Density);
1619:
temperatureSlider.gameObject.SetActive((activeSliders & ActiveSliders.Temperature) == ActiveSliders.Temperature);
1620:
1621:
//update extremes
1622:
radiusSlider.updateExtremes(selectedType);
1623:
massSlider.updateExtremes(selectedType);
1624:
temperatureSlider.updateExtremes(selectedType);
1625:
1626:
//update location
1627:
int c = 0;
1628:
if(radiusSlider.gameObject.activeSelf){
1629:
RectTransform rt = radiusSlider.transform as RectTransform;
1630:
rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(-35 ,c++ * 50 + 20);
1631:
}
1632:
if(massSlider.gameObject.activeSelf){
1633:
RectTransform rt = massSlider.transform as RectTransform;
1634:
rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(-35 ,c++ * 50 + 20);
1635:
}
1636:
if(temperatureSlider.gameObject.activeSelf){
1637:
RectTransform rt = temperatureSlider.transform as RectTransform;
1638:
rt.anchoredPosition = new Vector2(-35 ,c++ * 50 + 20);
1639:
}
1640: }
1641:
1642: private void updateType(Body.Type type){
1643:
selectedType = type;
1644:
switch(type){
1645:
case Body.Type.Planet:{
1646:
activeSliders = Settings.Planet.SLIDERS;
1647:
}break;
1648:
case Body.Type.DwarfStar:{
1649:
activeSliders = Settings.Star.Dwarf.SLIDERS;
1650:
}break;
1651:
}
1652:
body.setType(type);
1653:
resetBodySoundValues(body);
1654:
updateActiveSliders(activeSliders);
1655:
updateSliderValues(body);
1656:
updateBodyValues();
1657: }
1658:
1659: private void updateBodyValues(){
1660:
updateMass(massSlider.value);
1661:
updateRadius(radiusSlider.value);
1662:
updateTemperature(temperatureSlider.value);
1663:
updateVelocity(velocity.value);
1664: }
1665:
1666: private void updateSliderValues(Body body){
1667:
massSlider.value = body.mass;
1668:
1669:
if(body.type == Body.Type.DwarfStar){
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1670:
radiusSlider.value = body.radius/Settings.EARTH_RADIUS_TO_SUN;
1671:
temperatureSlider.value = body.temperature;
1672:
}else
1673:
radiusSlider.value = body.radius;
1674:
1675:
velocity.setVelocity(body.velocities[0]);
1676:
1677: }
1678:
1679: #region Slider Calls
1680:
1681: public void updateVelocity(Vector2 value){updateVelocity(new Vector3(value.x,0,value.y));}
1682: public void updateVelocity(Vector3 value){
1683:
if(body == null){
1684:
return;
1685:
}
1686:
value *= cam.transform.position.y/10000;
1687:
body.startVelocity = value;
1688:
body.construct();
1689:
//update Dots
1690:
gs.calcFuturePositions();
1691: }
1692:
1693: public void updateMass(double value){
1694:
if(body == null){
1695:
return;
1696:
}
1697:
body.updateMass(value);
1698:
gs.calcFuturePositions();
1699: }
1700:
1701: public void updateRadius(float value){
1702:
if(body == null){
1703:
return;
1704:
}
1705:
body.updateRadius(value);
1706: }
1707:
1708: public void updateTemperature(float value){
1709:
if(body == null){
1710:
return;
1711:
}
1712:
body.updateTemperature(value);
1713:
gs.calcFuturePositions();
1714: }
1715: #endregion
1716:
1717: public void resetBodySoundValues(Body body){
1718:
body.sound.volume = Settings.RESET_VOLUME;
1719:
body.sound.pitch = Settings.RESET_PITCH;
1720: }
1721:
1722: }
1723: using UnityEngine;
1724: using System.Collections;
1725: using UnityEngine.UI;
1726: using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
1727:
1728: public class VectorUI : MonoBehaviour{
1729:
1730: public Vector2 value;
1731:
1732: private new Transform camera;
1733: private CameraMovement cameraMovement;
1734:
1735: private bool mouseDown = false;
1736:
1737: public UIController controller;
1738:
1739: public RectTransform line;
1740: public RectTransform head;
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1741:
1742:
1743:
1744:
1745:
1746:
1747:
1748:
1749:
1750:
1751:
1752:
1753:
1754:
1755:
1756:
1757:
1758:
1759:
1760:
1761:
1762:
1763:
1764:
1765:
1766:
1767:
1768:
1769:
1770:
1771:
1772:
1773:
1774:
1775:
1776:
1777:
1778:
1779:
1780:
1781:
1782:
1783:
1784:
1785:
1786:
1787:
1788:
1789:
1790:
1791:
1792:
1793:
1794:
1795:
1796:
1797:
1798:
1799:
1800:
1801:
1802: }

void Start(){
camera = Camera.main.transform;
cameraMovement = camera.parent.GetComponent<CameraMovement>();
}
void Update () {
if(Input.mouseScrollDelta.y != 0 && camera.position.y > 50 && camera.position.y <90050){
updateVelocity(value * (1-(-Input.mouseScrollDelta.y * cameraMovement.scrollSpeed)/10000));
//controller.updateVelocity(value);
}
if (Input.GetMouseButton(0)){
Vector2 input = Input.mousePosition;
Vector2 screen = new Vector2(Screen.width,Screen.height);
input -= new Vector2(screen.x,screen.y)/2;
Vector2 lB = controller.leftButton.GetComponent<RectTransform>().sizeDelta;
Vector2 rB = controller.rightButton.GetComponent<RectTransform>().sizeDelta;
/*
Debug.Log(string.Format("screen: ({0},{1}) - lB: ({2},{3}) - rB: ({4},{5}) - input: ({6},{7})",
screen.x,screen.y,
lB.x,lB.y,
rB.x,rB.y,
input.x,input.y));
*/
if(!((input.x < -screen.x/2 + lB.x || input.x > screen.x/2 - rB.x) && input.y > screen.y/2 - lB.y)){
updateVelocity(input);
}
mouseDown = true;
}else if(mouseDown){
controller.updateVelocity(value);
mouseDown = false;
}
}
public void setVelocity(Vector3 vel){
updateVelocity(new Vector2(vel.x,vel.z)/(camera.position.y/10000));
}
public void updateVelocity(Vector2 vel){
value = vel;
head.anchoredPosition = value;
line.anchoredPosition = value/2;
line.sizeDelta = new Vector2(vel.magnitude,10);
float a = Vector2.Angle(new Vector2(1,0),vel);
if(vel.y < 0)
a = -a;
line.localRotation = Quaternion.Euler(0,0,a);
head.localRotation = Quaternion.Euler(0,0,a);

}
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10.2 Appendix B
Tasks for the participants
1. Make a star and a planet, make the planet sling-shot into the abyss, then delete the
planet afterwards
2. Create a dwarf star that has the approximate mass and size of our sun, then create a
planet with the approximate mass and size of Earth. Try to get them in a perfect
orbit.
3. Create a star, where the mass is around 660.000 earths. Then create two orbiting
planets with the same mass, but not the same radius.
4. Create a dwarf star with approximately 4450 kelvin. Make a planet that orbits around
the star, then create a planet that orbits the planet you just created, also known as
the moon.
5. Create two stars and make them orbit each other. One star should have the highest
temperature, and the other should have the highest temperature in the B class.
6. Play with the prototype!
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10.3 Appendix C
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10.4 Appendix D
Participant 1

Participant 2

5/18/2015
15:46:19

Participant 3

5/18/2015
15:47:33

Participant 4

5/18/2015
15:50:36

Participant 5

5/18/2015
16:12:56

5/18/2015
16:19:50

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

20-24

20-24

20-24

20-24

20-24

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

O

O

B

O

O

G

A

A

G

K

1400 kelvin

1400 kelvin

3000 kelvin

2400 kelvin

1400 kelvin

The planets
orbit

Nothing

The planets
orbit

Nothing

Nothing

100

100

10.000.000

333.060 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

590.340 times

590.340 times

Yes but only if
more planets
are closely
present

When the
planet is closest
to a star
Mass and color

100

1.000.000

No planets do
not have any
gravitational
pull on other
celestial bodies

820.230 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

590.340 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Give the body
high mass

Give the body
high mass

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

The planet is
close to the star

The planet is
moving away
from the star

The planet is
moving slowly

The planet has
a big radius

Yes, sooner or
later the body
will return

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

Yes, sooner or
later the body
will return

Yes, sooner or
later the body
will return

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

The velocity of
a celestial body
can be zero

The velocity of
a celestial body
can be zero

A

C

A

D

D
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Participant 6

Participant 7

5/18/2015
17:01:22

Participant 8

5/18/2015
19:32:58

Participant 9

5/19/2015
10:35:59

Participant 10

5/19/2015
10:54:31

5/19/2015
10:55:30

Male

Female

Female

Female

Female

20-24

20-24

20-24

20-24

20-24

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

O

O

A

O

K

G

G

A

M

G

2400 kelvin

3000 kelvin

4200 kelvin

4200 kelvin

2400 kelvin

The planets
mass

The planets
mass

The planets
orbit

The planets
mass

The planets
orbit

100

1.000.000

10.000.000

100

100

113.203 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

333.060 times

333.060 times

590.340 times

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

Yes but only if
more planets
are closely
present

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

590.340 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When a planet
has another
celestial body
orbiting it

When the
planet is
furthest away
from a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

Color and
velocity

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

Set the velocity
to the nearest
other celestial
body

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

The planet is
moving away
from the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The planet is
moving away
from the star

The planet is
moving away
from the star

The planet is
close to the star

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object

It depends on
how fast the
body was
moving initially

Yes, sooner or
later the body
will return

The bigger the
celestial body,
the higher the
mass

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

The velocity of
a celestial body
can be zero

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

A

A

A

A

A
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Participant 11

Participant 12

5/19/2015
10:55:41

Participant 13

5/19/2015
11:18:59

Participant 14

5/19/2015
11:31:22

Participant 15

5/19/2015
11:45:26

5/19/2015
11:45:44

Female

Female

Male

Male

Male

20-24

20-24

20-24

20-24

25-29

No

No

No

No

Yes

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

O

B

B

K

K

A

M

M

G

M

2400 kelvin

1400 kelvin

2400 kelvin

2400 kelvin

2400 kelvin

The planets
mass

The planets
mass

The planets
orbit

The planets
color

The planets
orbit

1.000.000

1.000.000

100

590.340 times

333.060 times

590.340 times

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

No planets do
not have any
gravitational
pull on other
celestial bodies

When the
planet is closest
to a star

1.000.000

100

No planets do
not have any
gravitational
pull on other
celestial bodies

820.230 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

590.340 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

When a planet
has another
celestial body
orbiting it

When the t
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Set the velocity
to the nearest
other celestial
body

Set the velocity
to the nearest
other celestial
body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The planet is
close to the star

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

The bigger the
celestial body,
the higher the
mass

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

A

D

A

A

A

The planet is
moving away
from the star

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object
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Participant 16

Participant 17

5/19/2015
11:51:19

Participant 18

5/19/2015
13:04:57

Participant 19

5/19/2015
14:12:32

Participant 20

5/19/2015
14:18:28

5/19/2015
14:28:11

Female

Male

Male

Male

Female

20-24

20-24

20-24

20-24

25-29

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

O

A

A

O

O

G

K

A

K

A

1400 kelvin

2400 kelvin

2400 kelvin

1400 kelvin

2400 kelvin

The planets
mass

The planets
color

The planets
orbit

Nothing

The planets
orbit

1.000.000

1.000.000

1.000.000

1.000.000

100

590.340 times

590.340 times

333.060 times

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

Yes but only if
more planets
are closely
present

333.060 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

820.230 times

When the
planet is
furthest away
from a star

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

Orbital speed
doesn’t change

Orbital speed
doesn’t change

Orbital speed
doesn’t change

When the
planet is closest
to a star

Mass and
radius

Mass and color

Color and
velocity

Mass and color

Mass and color

Give the body
high mass

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

The planet is
moving slowly

The planet is
moving away
from the star

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object

The planet is
moving away
from the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The bigger the
celestial body,
the higher the
mass

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

The velocity of
a celestial body
can be zero

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

A

C

D

A

D

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body
The planet has
a big radius
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it
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Participant 21

Participant 22

5/19/2015
14:29:46

Participant 23

5/19/2015
15:13:40

Participant 24

5/19/2015
15:28:32

Participant 25

5/19/2015
15:49:39

5/19/2015
16:48:15

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

20-24

25-29

20-24

20-24

25-29

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

B

O

O

O

O

A

M

A

G

A

3000 kelvin

2400 kelvin

4200 kelvin

1400 kelvin

2400 kelvin

The planets
mass

The planets
orbit

The planets
mass

Nothing

The planets
orbit

10.000.000

100

100

100

10.000.000

820.230 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

333.060 times

590.340 times

590.340 times

820.230 times

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

Yes but only if
more planets
are closely
present

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is
furthest away
from a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

The planet is
moving away
from the star

The planet is
close to the star

The planet is
moving away
from the star

It depends on
how fast the
body was
moving initially

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object

Yes, sooner or
later the body
will return

The planet is
moving away
from the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The bigger the
celestial body,
the higher the
mass

The bigger the
celestial body,
the higher the
mass

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

The velocity of
a celestial body
can be zero

The radius of a
celestial body
affects its
velocity

C

A

D

A

A

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it
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Participant 26

Participant 27

5/20/2015
9:04:48

Participant 28

5/20/2015
11:28:09

Participant 29

5/20/2015
12:38:20

Participant 30

5/20/2015
12:39:46

5/20/2015
14:04:46

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

20-24

20-24

20-24

20-24

25-29

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

Kelvin (K)

O

O

O

O

O

G

M

K

G

M

3000 kelvin

2400 kelvin

1400 kelvin

1400 kelvin

1400 kelvin

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

Nothing

10.000.000

100

100

100

1.000.000

820.230 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

333.060 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

820.230 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

333.060 times
Yes any
celestial body
will have
gravitational
pull on other
bodies

333.060 times

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

When the
planet is closest
to a star

Orbital speed
doesn’t change

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Mass and color

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

Give the body
high mass

Set the velocity
to move away
from the
celestial body

Set the velocity
perpendicular to
the celestial
body

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The planet is
close to the star
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The planet is
close to the star

The planet is
close to the star

It depends on
the mass and
velocity of the
object

Yes, sooner or
later the body
will return

The planet is
moving slowly
No, if the body
has moved far
enough away
the other
celestial body
will have no pull
on it

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

The size of a
celestial body
affects its orbit

The bigger the
celestial body,
the higher the
mass

The velocity of
a celestial body
can be zero

The velocity of
a celestial body
can be zero

A

A

A

B

A

No stars are too
big to be
affected by
planets
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